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SUIVIMARY

0n the basis of mernbrane models, the vibrations of nitral

and tricuspid valve leaflets are analysed during the phase of

the cardiac cycle immediately following valve closure. Solu-

tions for the free vibration are presented for an arbitrary

boundary shape. The method of adapting the solutions for

different menbrane geometries is illustrated, in particular for

the representation of the nitral orifice by the limacon of

Pascal. Expansions of the free vibration eigenfunctions are

implemented to obtain the dynamic response of the valve cusps

to the systolic atrio-ventricular pressure loading and the sub-

sequent energy dissipation due to damping.

The dynamic oscillations are interpreted in relation to

the occurrence of the first heart sound, and on this basis, a

possible mechanism for valvular contribution to the sound is

analysed. Frequency analysis of first heart sounds from normal

and pathological canine and human subj ects is carried out to

investigate the possj"bility of extraction of valve leaflet fre-

quencies from phonocardiographic spectra. A procedure is then

outlined to demonstrate the potential use of the phonocardiogran

for the non-invasive diagnosis of in uiuo valve leaflet tissue

properties,
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

1.1 General Introduction

In modern societies, cardiovascular disease is the most

common cause of death, accounting for one-thj.rd or more of all

fatalities t551. Every year more than 50,000 Australians die

aS a result of some form of heart failure. Fortunately, these

figures appear to have dropped marginally over the past few

years, especíaLLy with regard to acute malfunction of theheart.

lvith increasing understanding of the causes of heart disease,

they should continue to fal1.

In general, the earlier the signs of cardiovascular dys-

function or pathology are detected, the greater the chance of

successful remedial treatment. Here, the diagnostic skil1s of

the nedical practitioner are of paramount importance, and there

are few diagnostic tests moTe sensitive to the very earliest

signs of cardiac pathogenesis than the analysis of the sounds

of the beating heart. lVhether by audition (auscultation) or

the examination of oscillographic recordings of the heart

sounds (phonocardiography), the study of the mechanical vibra-

tions originating from the heart provides one of the least trau-

matic, least expensive and most diagnostically sensitive aids

available for the assessnent of cardiac integrity.

Fundamental to the accuracy of such assessment, is preci-

sion in the understanding of the origíns of the sounds. In this
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regard, there haVe been few more protracted and heatedly con-

tested scientific debates than that pertaining to the exact

nature of the vibrational source of heart sounds. Over the

course of centuries of investi-gation, ScoreS of theories have

been proposed, none of which has gained universal acceptance.

This situation must detract from the accuracy of cardiac auscul-

tati-on and phonocardiography, with consequent di-sadvantages to

the populace in general.

This thesis aims to elucidate a mechanism for the contribu-

tion of atrio-ventricular valve vibrations to the first heart

sound. Mechanical principles are applied, and analysed mathe-

matically, in order to develop a unified theoretical modelwhich

relates in a quantitative manner the experinentally documented

f irst heart sound deterninants. In this waY, i-t is aimed to

show that widely divergent views on the origin of the sound may

be reconciled and seemingly unrelated experimental parameters

may be shown to play contributory roles in a single coherent

mechanical system. Following the indications of the mathemati-

ca1 theory, the phonocardiogram is examj.ned in terms of its

frequency content, and it is aimed to show that frequency anaLy'

sis of the phonocardiograrn has potentially quantitatiue dt-agnos -

tic capabilities.

I 2 Brief Description of the Heart and the Atrio-Ventricular

Valve s

The heart is essentially a four-chambered pump, with a

system of valves to ïegulate the flow of blood through it. The

heart may be regarded as two basic systems functioning simul-

taneously - one consisting of the left atrium and left ventricle,

with corlesponding inlet, outlet and valves, and the other con-
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sisting of the right atrium and ventricle lvith corresponding

inlet, outlet and valves (Fig. I.2,I). Blood enters the right

ventricle ffrom the venous system) via the right atrium. It

leaves on its way to the lungs through the semi-lunar valve of

the pulmonary artery. The blood returns to the heart from the

1ungs, passing through the left atrium to the left ventricle.

It is pumped from here into the main arteri.al system of the

body, through the semi-lunar valve of the aorta.

The punping of blood is achieved by the alternate expan-

sion and contraction of the ventricles. The atria are rela-

tively thin-wal1ed structures which act primarily as receiving

chambers for the blood returning to the heart fron the venous

system. Most of the weight of heart muscle consists of the

ventricles, and rnost of the pumping is due to their rhythmic

contractions. It is the function of the valves to prevent

blood flow in the reverse direction. The sequence of events

accomplishing this, during the contraction and expansion of the

heart, is known as the cardiac cycle.

The atrio-ventricular valves are situated between the

atrium and the ventricle on the left and right sj-des of the

heart. The valve interposed between right atrium and right

ventricle consists of three membranous leaflets or cusps, and

is referred to as the tricuspid uaLue. The valve between the

left atrium and ventricle consists of two cusps, and is re-

ferred to as the bicuspid uaLue, or nore commonly, the mitraL

Dalue, following its likening to a bishop's mitre by early an-

atomists.

Each cusp is attached at its base to a connective tissue

structure known as the annuLus fibrosa. The bases of the valve

3
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cusps, together with the annulus' constitute the yalye ring

[39 ]. The cusps themselves are largely composed of a layer of

collagenous fibz,osa. Dense prolongations of the fibrosa extend

from the free edge of each cusp to the papillary muscles and

ventricular myocardium, and are known aS choy'dae tendineae.

The chordae from the tricuspid valve insert on three distinct

groups of papillary muscles, while the mitral valve is served

by two principal papillary muscles.

There is conflicting information regarding the nechanism

of atrio-ventricular valve closure. Normal cloSuTe probably

results from a combination of atriogenic and ventriculogenic

events, although the exact relative contribution of these fac-

tors is yet to be determined 1231. A description of the se-

quence of mitral valve closure has been synthesized by Rushmer

tsgl fron the functional anatomy of ventricular contraction

(Fig. I.2.2). During the final stages of ventricular fi11i.g,

the roots . of the papiLlary muscles are displaced toward the

apex and away from the valve ring, providing tension in the

chordae tendin,eae and drawing the valve edges toward apposition.

Following atrial contraction, the valve cusps are moved towards

closure by the negative atrio-ventricular pressure gradient re-

sulting from the i-nterrupted stream of b1ood, supplemented by

eddy currents behind the valve 1eaflets. Closure is then com-

pleted, and the valves tightly sealed, by the increasing atrio-

ventricular pressure gradient following the commencement of

ventricular systole. The restraining action of the ehordae

tendineae prevents eversion of the leaflets into the atrium,

while the leaflet material between the insertions of the chordae

is sufficiently thin and fiexible to form a tight seal, and pre-

_c_



A ATRIAL CONTRACTION C VENTRICULAR SYSTOLE

PRESSURE

VENTRICULAR

VOLI'ME

B.ISO/OLUMETR¡C
æNTRACTON

D. RAPID OIASTOLIC
FILLING

Figure 1.2.2

At the end of diastole, the distended ventr j-cle
applies traction through the chordae tendi-neae
to- the valve cusps, drawing them toward apposi-_
tion. At the end of atrial systole, the jet of
flow through the valves is arrested and the valve
cusps close, aided by the swirli.ng currents.
Ventricular systole seals the valves together by
the high internal pressure. The valves gape open
promptly as the ventricular myocardium relaxes at
the end of systole. (From Rushmer t39l).
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clude the possibility of retrograde f1ow. Following ventrictrlar

ejection and the end of systole, the relaxation of the ventricu-

lar myocardium and papillary muscles releases the tension on

the valve leaflets, so that the valve can open freely to permit

diastolic filling from the atrium. The similarity in structure

and function of the two atrio-ventricular valves suggests a

similar basic mechanism for each.

1.3 The First Heart Sound in Relation to Valvular Events

Despite the concerted effort of numerous investigators for

more than a century, the origin of the first heart sound, Sr,

sti11 remains controversial. More than forty different theories

have been proposed 144), with the main question concerning the

role of the atrlo-ventricular valves in production of the sound.

Over the course of many years, meticulous experiments have,

however, revealed a number of pertinent observations.

Fi.rst1y, there rernains little doubt that early systolic

closure of the mitral valve is temporalTy coincident with the

onset of the first group of higher frequency oscillations of S,

generally referred to as the first najor component. Some ex-

peri-mentors 127 I , however, have challenged the ex j-stence of

this temporal coincidence, and have consequently attached di--

ninished significance to valve closure as contributing to Sr,

on the basis of the assumption that mitral closure is coincident

with equalization of left atrial and ventricular pressures. This

assumption, however, has not been substantiated by subsequent

direct observation tl8 l. A nunber of combined phonocardiograph-

ic and echocardiographic studies have provided precise confirma-

tion of the temporal coincidence of mitral leaflet coaptation

and the onset of the first major component of Sr[32, 35]. In

7



fact, one

invar i ab 1y

It has also been observed, however, that closure of the

mitral valve which occurs during diastole i-s silent and the sub-

sequent first heart sound of low amplitude L431. This seens to

preclude mitral closure per se as the cause of the solrnd, and

as a result of this observation, it has been suggested that the

timing of valve closure in relation to the left ventricular
pressure pulse may be the important determinant of production of

the sound.

Other researchers have suggested that the rise of left ven-

tricular pressure during isometric contraction is responsible

for the vibrations of the first heart sound t101. Further

studies have confirmed that the initial rapid víbrations of the

first heart sound coincide with, or occul'just after, the ini-
tial phase of the rapid rise of left ventricular pressure t401.

fn addition, ãi apparent relationship has been observed between

the rate of rise of left ventrj-cular pressure and the amplitude

of the first heart sound. Over a wide range of experimentally

induced variations in the ventricular pressure curves of 51

dogs, a remarkably linear correlation was found to existbetween

first heart sound intensities and the peak values of the time

derivative of the left ventricular pressure. It was concluded

that the amplitude of tlie first sound relates to left ventricu-

lar contract ility.

Vibrational amplitudes have also been related to the size

of atrio-ventricular valve 1eaflets. The left atrial c wave

results from billowing of the mitral leaflets into the left

atrial cavity shortly after the onset of ventricular contrac-

group of

IN OVET

experimentors has observed this relationship

a thousand subjects t5f1.
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tion. In one study [16], the size of the anterior nitral leaf-

lets was increased in five baboons by the insertion of fascia
Lata patches. The subsequent anplitude of the left atrial c

wave was observed to increase. A1so, cases of Ebsteinrs anomaly,

with abnorrnally enlarged anterior tricuspid leaflets have re-

vealed an abnormally loud component of the first heart sound

which coincides exactly with echocardiographicall-y determined

tricuspid valve closure [ 9 ].

Echophonocardiographic studies have also suggested that
the position and rate of the closing movement of the mitral
valve leaflets relates to the subsequent first heart sound am-

plitude t+Sl. Preliminary studies by Leatham l20l have shown

that the velocity of valve closure is more closely associated

with loudness of the first sound than is the position of the

va1ve.

Experiments have been conducted to ascertain the relative
contribution of the right side of the heart to the first heart

sound t 251. The heart sounds were recorded from the right ven-

tricle in six dogs before and after complete left heart bypass.

Despite vigorous right ventricular contractions, the firstheart
sound disappeared from the right ventricle. A1so, normal first
heart sounds have been recorded in cases involving a non-func-

tional tricuspid valve or right ventricle 1241. It was conclud-

ed that the right ventríc1e and tricuspid valve normally make no

appreciable contribution to the first heart sound.

Clinical observations have further established that calci-
fic mitral stenosis, mitral regurgitation l20l and myocardial

infarction l37J will generally result in a reduction of first
heart sound intensitv.

9
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A, The first sound can be divided into four components. The
initial vibrations occur when the first myocardial contractions
in the ventricle shift blood toward the atriurn to approximate
and seal the atrioventricular valves. The second component
begins with abrupt tension of closed atrioventrj-cular valves
decelerating the moving blood. It may represent oscillation of
blood initi-ated by overdistention of the atrioventricular
valves, countered by recoil of the contracting ventricular myo-
cardiu¡n. The reaction would be sirnilar to tapping a balloon
fi1led with water. The third component may involve oscillations
of blood between the distending root of the aorta and the ven-
tricular wa11s. The fourth component'probably represents vi-
brati.ons due to turbulence in blood flowing rapidly through the
ascending aorta and pulmonary artery. (From Rushmer t59l).
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l'vith such a divers ity of parameters inf luencing the heart

sounds, Rushner [39] has proposed that their origins are best

explained through consideration of a cat'diohemtc system, relat-
ing oscillations of the blood, valves and myocardium (Fig. 1.3.1).
such systems have been invoked in explanation of various as-

pects of the experimental findings regarding the factors which

affect the sounds. Generally, however, this has not been done

in an explicitly quantitative manner.

L.4 Objectives and Rationale of Vibrational Analys i s

It is widely accepted that cardiac auscultation, and the

oscillographic recordings of heart sounds known as the phono-

cardiogram, provide invaluable diagnostic information regarding
cardiac functional integrity. The non-invasive nature of the

phonocardiogram and auscultation, together with the associated

ability to detect very early signs of cardiac pathology or dys-

function, establishes the desirability of maxinízing its diag-
nostic potential. In particular, accuracy of diagnosis will
largely depend on the precj-sion with which the heart sound. ori-
gins are understood. rt is, therefore, apparent that clari.fi-
cation of the functional mechanism of the atrio-ventricular
valves and the contribution nade by these valves to heart sound

production will have clear diagnostic advantages.

There are probably a number of vibrational sources con-

tributing to the normal first heart sound. It may be concluded

from numerous experimental observations, however, that closure
of the mitral valve is an essential requirement for normal pïo-
duction of the first rnajor component of the first heart sound.

Yet, this event cannot be regarded in itself as the soul'ce of
the sound, as diastolic closure has been reported to occur

-11-



silently t431. A1so, the rate of development of ventricular
pressure has been correlated with production of the first major
conponent of the first heart sound t+ol. This, too, cannot be

regarded as the essential source of the sound, âs the first
group of higher frequency vibrations of the first heart sound

conmence precisely when the nitral valve closes. whatever may

be the rate of developrnent of ventricular pressure, the first
major component of the first heart sound does not occur prior
to closure of the mitral valve.

There are consequently two basic features essential to the
occurrence of the first major component of the first heart sound:

(i) The mitral valve must c1ose, and

(ii) the closed valve must respond to the time-d"pendent
pressure l0ading of left ventricular systole.

It is the dynamíc interaction between the closed, elastic mem-

branous leaflets of the mitral valve and the rapid.ly increasing
systolic atrio-ventricular pressuïe difference which they with-
stand which will determine the valvular contribution to the
first heart sound. This interaction is investigated in this
work.

1.5 Outline of Approach in the Present Study

In the present study, atrio-ventricular valve vibrations
are analysed with a view towards elucidating their contributory
role j-n heart sound production. The analysis is presented in a

quantitative manner taking into account that atrio-ventricular
valve vibrations following closure should. be consistent with
the following observations :

(i) systolic illitral valve closure is temporally coinci-
dent with the onset of the first major component of
S

I

-12-



(ii) Diastolic Mitral Closure is silent.

(iii) The heart sounds are predominantly left-sided in

origin.
(iv) The amplitude of S, is proportional to left-ventricu-

lar systolic dp/dt.

(v) The amplitude of S, components are related to the

area of mitral and tricuspid leaflets.
(vi) The amplitude of S, is related to the rate ofclosure

of mitral leaflets.
(vii) Calcific mitral stenosis, mitral regurgi-tation and

myocardial infarction reduce the intensity of Sr.

The vibrational analysis is presented sequentially as

follows:

In Chapter II, techniques are developed for the analysis

of the free vibrations of membranes. Particular emphasis is

placed on the effects of boundary shape, and analysis is de-

veloped for the determination of frequencies. Illustrations

are then provided for a number of boundaries appropf iate to the

mathematical description of atrio-ventricular valve 1eaf1ets.

Chapter III deals with the introduction of the effects of

systolic pressure loading on the vibrating leaf1ets, and uses

the results of Chapter II to calculate the dynamic response of

nembranes of arbittary shape to a time-dependent forcing func-

tion. The results are used to rnodel the systolic vibrations of

mitral and tricuspid leaf1ets, which are then interpreted in

relation to experimental findings. In particular, the effects

of the rate of development of systolic pressure, and the rate

of closure of the leaflets are investigated.

-13-



The effects of the danping of the valvular vibrations are

analysed in Chapter IV, ernphasizing calculations of the result-
ant energy dissipation. The effects of blood viscosity and

valve leaflet area are introduced, and discussed in relation to
previously reported experimental results.

some relevant aspects of first heart sound spectral analy-
sis are then reported in chapter v. In particular, the tenporal
variation in frequency spectra is examined, âs well as the in-
fluence of mitral leaflet closing velocity on corresponding
first heart sound spectra.

chapter vI contains initial outlines for a diagnostic pro-
cedure, illustrating the potential applications which nay accïue
from the mathenatical approach to valvular vibrational analysis
in conjunction with the non-invasively obtained frequency spec-

trum of the first heart sound. Additionally, an assessment of
the effects of valve leaflet tissue anisotropy on the magnitude

of the vibrational frequencies is provided.

In the concluding chapter, several avenues of further re-
search work on this and related topics are outlined. It is
suggested that the work presented in this thesis may be further
extended to incorporate other aspects of the dynamic effects of
atrio-ventricular valve vibration.

All computations carried out in this
at the Computing Centre of the University
CYBER 175 digital computer.

thesis have been done

of Adelaide on a

-L4 -



CHAPTER I I

FREE VIBRATION OF VALVE J,EAFLETS

2.I Introduction

The atrio-ventïicular valves comprise membranous leaf1ets,

interposed between atrium and ventricle. The tining of clos-

ure of the valves is known to fol1ow 'atri-o-ventri-cu-l-ar blood

pressure equalization by up to fifty msec [tg,SZ ]' It nay

then be concluded that, immediately following co-aptation, the

leaflets are subjected to a non-zeTo pressure loading jn the

direction frorn the ventricle to the atrium'

It is in this mechanical configuration that the valve

leaflet vibrations will be analysed. Solutions for the fre-

quencies of the mitral valve have been obtained by Ghi-sta et

aL. lLll, assuming semi-circular boundaries for the leaflets '

Frequency analysis will be pTesented here, making nÐ a pv'iorù

assumption of the boundary shape, with the method of iso-arnpli-

tude contours developed by lr{azumdar IZgl for the vibrational

analysis of membranes. solutions obtained in this r.}IaY maY

then be adapted for particular oundaries, which will be i1-

lustrated for a number of possible alternatives.

since it is very often the fundanental frequency rvhich is

of practical importance, solutions 'wiil1 f irst be obtained to

enable its ready calculation for arbitrary boundary shapes'

-15-



The case

ticular,

the best

of the lirnacon of Pascal will be considered in par-

as this asymmetrj-ca1 boundary geometry offers possibly

mathematical description of the mitral valve ring.

2.2 Determination of the Fundamental Frequency of an Arbitrar-

i1y-Shaped trlembrane

The membrane boundary is represented by a simply-connected

plane curve Co, enclosing a region Qo. The membrane deflection

at any point i-n the region 00, and at any time r, is denoted by

w (x, y ,r) . I'r'hen the membrane vibrates , the prof ile of the de -

flection surface at arry time nay be described by a farnily of

iso-amplitude contour lines which, when projected onto the xy-

p1ane, will form a system of 1evel curves u(x,y) = constant.

This f amily of closed curves will be denoted by C,.r: o(u(l*,

where Co represents the boundary of the membrane and C,r* coin-

cides with the poi-nt at which the maximum u = u* is attained.

The region bounded by C'-, is denoted f¿u. (Fig.2.2.I).

A number of solutions for the fundamental frequencies of

various elastic systems have been obtained with the aid of the

static response of the system 1I5,47). For an idealized mem-

brane subjected to uniform pressure loading q and tension T

per unit length, the static response V/ is given by

V2W _q
T

(2.2.r)

with W vanishing at the nemblane boundary. In the context of

the menblane analogy, a cylindrical beam with the same cross-

section aS the membrane boundary, when under tol'Sion, has lines

of constant shearing stress coincident rvith the iso-deflection

contours of the membrane. It has been shown tf+l that the

-16-
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function u(x,y) satisfies the same Poisson's equation as does

the Prandtl stress function V(x,y). Hence

Y', - -2 (2.2.2)

with u vanishing on the boundary, and consequently

In terms of

fundarnental

per unit area

Cons ider

damental mode.

the function

vibrat ional

and area A

_ 2Tt!,1
u q

u, with maximum

frequency o of a

can be obtained

value u* in Sì

membrane with

as follows:

du

0

(2 .2 .3)

t
0

the

mass p

fun -

by

(2.2.7)

(2 .2 .8)

the menbrane vibrating harmonical1-y in its
The displacement w can then be described

1ûJ Tw(u,t) IV (u) e (2.2.4)

and therefore the total kinetic energy will be

(2.2.s)

%pu' s in2 (ot ) d0 (2 .2 .6)

The double integral appearing in the above equation can be

written Izg],

,,il{*(ff)}'.'
0o

K.E. =

I
o

ltlrt(u) ] 2

I
a'ì
ùú

tïr(u) I2dn ftf tr,,(u)12
u*Cu

ds
,Æ

r tttt(u) I2duf
C

ds

,Æ
uti

u

)' 
. (t=( âu

âx
ðu
ây

where
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With n denoting the

u (x , y) = cons tant ,

the following way

outrvard unit normal vector to the contour

the contour integral can be evaluated in
with the help of Green's theorern:

(2.2.L0)f
C u

I/tds = -ò Vu.n ds =J-
C

f Æds
Cu

u
IIt 

2ude

a
u

- z J"a", fu*C 'Æ

so that , af ter not ing (2 .2 . ?.) ,

2A (u)

where A(u) denotes the area

u = constant and Ao denotes

Also, since

I

$
C

(? .2 . Lr)

of the region bounded by the curve

the total area of the membrane.

(? .2 . L2)

,(*#)o,

2 dn ds

ô
u uo

differentiation with respect to u yields

C

in which case using (2.Z.LI)

ds A

å"ff,€ds) (2 .2 . Ls)

(2.?.T4)

u

0

u
ff sn

Ivith (Z . ?, . L4) and

the membrane may

(?..2.3), the rnaximum total kinetic energy of

be obtained from (2.?.6) with (Z.Z.B) as

A ¡tr*t u
max = Lzs@'Éj" (TË)-u" (2.2 -rs)K.E

- 19-
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The maximum potential energy of the membrane corresponds to

surface area, and is given byits greatest change in

P.E VW. VWdT¿ (2.2.L7)
max

which becomes, after noting equation (2.2.3) and evaluating the

integral similarly
q2u*A

0

8T

,rï
CI

U

max

In accordance with Rayleigh's principle, the fundamental fre-

by equating expressions (2.2.18) and (2.2.16):quency is obtained

JI

r{* p
(2 .2 . rs)

An alternative form of the

in ref. [15], for the case

..2
tÐ (2 .2 .20)

However, it is readily established through the use of equation

(2.2.3) that here lV*u* = u*/2, so that frequencies from (2.2.20)

rvil1 be smaller than (2.2.I9) by a f actor of 2.4048/ ß, or only

1.8%, and either equation may be used with reasonable accuracy.

2.3 Boundary Shape Effects

It has been demonstrated in the previous section that

membrane frequencies may be calculated in general with the use

of the function u(x,y), describing contours of iso-arnplitude

deflection of the menbrane. The appropriate geometric param-

eter u*, reflecting the size and shape of the membrane, must

be determined from the geometry of the particular membrane

under consideration. In the application of the theory to be

considered here, this geometry will be selected with a view

P.E (2 .2 .LB)

2
LrJ

frequency equation has been presented

q,/T - 1 in (2.2.7), as

(2.4048)'
4Wmax

I
p
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towards nodelling the boundaries of atrj-o-ventricular valves.

Several alternative approaches aTe apparent. As a first

approximation, the interior leaflet boundaries may be ignored

by taking as the membrane boundary the entire annulus of the

closed valve (Blick et aL. t + l). Alternatively, interior

boundaries may be incorporated into the model by either analys-

ing each leaflet as a separate membrane or as a single membrane

in its first anti-symmetric mode of vibration (Ghista et aL.

t12l), if one considers that the two leaflets have identical

elastic properties and their line of contact is a nodal line

for the single membrane.

The general results of section 2.2 may thus be adapted

for any simply-connected membTane configuration, and will be

illustrated here for a number of possible geometries.

The Limacon-Shaped Membz'ane

Visual inspection of the mitral valve ring indicates a de-

gree of asymmetry about the line of contact of the two leaflets.

This may be incorporated into a membrane model by representing

the valve orifice as a limacon of Pascal (Fig. 2.3.I), a range

of shapes from the circle (e=0) to the cardioid (e=1) descrj.bed

by

R(0) = a(1+ecosg) (2.3.I)

Equation (2.3.I) may be regarded as a perturbation of a circle

of radius a, with a degree of asymmetry determined by the shape

parameter e, thus enabling the Iepresentation of individual

variations in size (Tab1e 2.3.I) and shape. The determination

of the corresponding vibrational frequencies requires the ca1-

culation of the contour function u(xry), which rnay be achieved

-2L-



(a) (b)
a

(a)
(b)

Figure 2.3.I

Limacon of Pascal: 1: ¿=0.2; 2: e=0.6; 3 : e=1.0
Linacon with e=0.5, and nodal line of second
mode vibration, characterising the mitral valve
enclosed by the valve ring. (From t+gl).

Tabl e 2.3.I

Longest Valve
diam. (cn.)

Co rre spond ing
value of a

0.9083
0.9992
1.0900
1.1808
| .27 17
t.3625
r .4533
r .5442
1.5896
1.6350
L .7 258
1. B1ó7
1.9075
r.9983
2.04s8

Size parameters for the Limacon R(0)

I

2.0
)?
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
5.5
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.4
4.5

., 1- LL-
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by solving the Dirichlet Problem

2 0inA (z .3 .2)

(2 .3 .3)

(2.s.6)

v iþ
0

and (writing L_ x+iI with z x- iY)

,(x'*y') 2zz on CtJ,
0

This may be accomplished by mapping the region no onto the in-

terior of the unit circle lel< 1 and evaluating the appropfiate

Schwarz integral t451, from which u may be obtained using the

re1 at ionship

u = ú-r(x'*yz) (2.3.4)

with u satisfying equation (2.2.2) and vanishing on the bound-

arv C'o

In this case, âs calculated in Appendix A, u(x,y) is given by

u (x, y)
1-
'2 (2.3.s)+ cos

where

""(+
I
4

v ( -12x
a¿

+ c2 \

i.i p cos ,) - u(*'*y')aP
L

*1\'*4Y'l"
.'/ a'e' )

. :,)

and

cos t -1 (2.3.7)

It remains to calculate u*, the maximum value of u(x'y) ob-

tained over the memblane region. In this regard, a great sin-

plificati-on arises with the approximation that u'k occurs at

the mi-d-point of the line of symmetry of the limacon membrane:

t/ 2x
J-

P\ae

- 23-



at the point X=ae, Y=0. It is then found from equation (2.3.5),

after simplification, that

Pres ent
Study

2 t-
(e2 +I)'2a

z (2.3.8)

of the frequency

the fundamental

which, or substitution into the general form

(2.2.20), yietds a convenient expression for

frequency of the limacon with shape parameter e

2.4048 (2.3.s)
(1+e2)

where

k2 (2.3.10)

Equation (2.3.9) is exact for the case of the circle (e=0).

The erroï introduced with the approxination will be greatest

for the case e=1, the cardioid. Calculation of the exactvalue

of the maximum, u* = 0.7I6a2, yields a resultant frequency ka =

2.OOg4. This differs by just 0.6eo from the correspondingvalue

2.022 obtained from equation (2.3.9). The accuracy of this ex-

pïession has recently been studied by Laura [tg ], by comparing

frequencies obtained from (2.3.9) with computations from three

different numerical techniques for several values of the shape

parameter. This comparison is shown in Table 2.3.L.

Tabl e 2.3.L

Com arison of Fundamental Ei enva 1ue s ka of Limacon ll4embranes

Ref . trg l
Finite

E I ement s

ka

I ..2T.

Shape
Parameter s

0.2

0.4

Conformal
iüapping

2.383
a allL.JLL

z .026

Four i er
Collocation

2 .386

2 .322

2 .024

2 .382

2 .3r7

2 .0r3

2.381

2 .3t7

2 .022,1.0
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The high degree of accurãCY, Succinct form and ease of

calculation using equation (2.3.9) recommends its application

in frequency analysis involving membranes of limacon shape.

SínqLe Leaflet l.IodeLs

The incorporation of the choy'dae tendineae, r.estTainrng

the free edge of the valve leaflets along the line of closure'

leads naturally to single-1eaf1et membrane models of the va1ve.

The suspensory ligaments have a substantially larger elastic

modulus than the leaflet tissue i-tse1f (C1ark t O l), enabling

each leaflet to be regarded as fixed entirely around its bound-

ary once the uaLue has cLosed. The first model of this type

hras pïoposed by Ghista and Rao LtZl who considered the closed

mitral valve as a pair of pressure-loaded meinbranes with semi-

circular boundaries. The analysis of section 2.2 has been pre-

sented in sucñ a vtay as to maintain complete flexibility as Ie-

gards representation of the membrane boundary. As an illustra-

tion of this, membrane frequencies for a number of alternative

boundari-es will be calculated here.

Firstl-y, consider a semi-el1iptica1 shape of the mitral

valve membrane by supposing that the curve Co is a semi-ellipse

with the major axis as the base. By varying the aspect ratio

of the semi-el1ipse, a range of alternative shapes of thevalve

leaflets can be obtained.

For

have the

a semi-e11ipse defined by x2/a2+y2 fbz=I and we

contour function in el1iptì-c co-ordinates (6, n) [SS ]

sinh n(6 -E)

Y=0,

an

"i,(
u(E,n) sln nn +

s n

-25-
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æ

+I
n=1

b sinh nn (n -\) /E + bt sinh îTrrt/E
rllt(

\
\
)

NTE

-
ç

1

n sLn

2

t ,-srnn nr'/t

Zn-L (2n-I)2 - 4

2 cosh 2E

where

zrL-l

a 0
2n

al
2n -l

c
4

(cosh 2E + cos 2n)

2n-l2 I

(2.3.11)

(2.3.12)

a 9
.IT

+

I
1T

+

2n-I

a r- 0
2_n

nbn b t= nc2r 1- (-1)ncosh 2E ) + c2
2nr (1- (-1)n)

882 + 2¡2

and E=E defines the curved boundary of the membrane.
I

Alternatively, we may consider a parabolíc model of the

mj-tra1 valve leaflet by supposing that the curve Co is defined

by the parabo]1a yr=4a,2 (cr,-x) and the line x=0. Galerkin t11l

has shown that the appropriate function u is given by (in par-

abolic co-ordinates (8, n) ) ,

(E'-n') G" -r)' + 4a2)
(z .3 . L3)

u(E,n)

1556o4
æ

T
(-1)t*t

5ïI n=1 (2n-L)s cosh rr(?n-1) n

{. "'nGlfrIË. o' !!*D- c o s
2n-l
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An iterative conputer process allows the computation of u* from

(2.5.11) or (2.3.73) to arry required accuracy for any sizemem-

brane 1eaflet. The corresponding values of ux are shown in
Table 2.3.2.

Table 2.3.2

Fundamental Frequencies f or lvlembranes of Various Shape
Ivlembrane Boundary value of u)r Fundamental Eigenvalue (ka)

Semi-e1liptic
aspect ratio

1

c

0.8

0.7

0.ó

0.5

0.1952a2

0.1656a2

0.13 60az

0.1085a2

0.08 22a2

0.0585a2

with
b
a

0

9

3.849

4.779

4.ó11

5.162

5.931

7.03I

Parabolic
(aspect ratio 0.5) 0.0556a2

where a=2a2
7.2L2

Tuo LeafLet ModeL

A further alternative representation of the boundaries of
the nitral valve becomes possible by considering a vibrating
membrane fixed around a boundary corresponding to the valve

annulus, and vibrating in its first anti-symmetric mode. The

membrane shourd be selected so that the nodal line will approx-

imate the line of contact of the two leaflets, with each oscil-
lating part of the membrane corresponding to a single valve

1eaflet. The limacon of Pascal provides an ideal example, for
which the fundanental frequency has been given by (Z.S.g). The

corresponding approximation for the first anti-symmetric mode is

-27 -



found with the 1st positive zero of the Bessel

3 .832

function J as

ka
çL+ e2 1%

(2 .3 . 14)

a frequency equation for, sãy, the case e=0.5, will
given by

_t

so that

then be

a0J 3 .624 (2.3.1s)

The limacon boundary in its first anti-syrnmetric mode provides

perhaps the best analytic boundary representation of the closed,

vibrating rnitral va1ve. Its outer boundary provides for a var-

iable degree of asymmetry in the mitral annulus, while the

nodal line closely approximates the line of contact of the two

leaf lets (See Fig. 2.3 .L (b) ) .

The nodal line divides the limacon membrane into two

separate parts, each of which may be conceptuaLly regarded as

a single membrane, fixed around its boundary and vibrating in

its fundamental mode with the same frequency. With these con-

siderations, it is then possible to calculate the value of the

geometric parameter u* for each part of the limacon, by compar-

ing equations (2.3. 15) and (2.2.19) , whence

u't = 0.228a2 (?,.3.L6)

2.4 Mathemat ical lvlodel of Valve Leaf 1et in Free Vibration

For the purpose of subsequent analysis, involving spectral

analysis of heart sounds and the dynamic response of the nitral
valve, a more complete determination of the membrane eigenfunc-

tions is desirable. Knowledge of the higher mode membrane vi-
brations and frequencies will be seen to yield a great deal of

practical information regarding heart valve leaflet behaviour,

IpvT
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and may be obtained on the basis of the following analysis

(1.{azumdar and Hearn, Appendix H).

Consider the atrio-ventricular valve leaflets at that

stage in left ventrj-cu1ar systole innediately following valve

closure. I¡lhile the leaf lets are f ixed around the curved edges

by the fibrous valve ring, the free edges are held in apposi-

tion to each other by the suspensory ligaments, the ehondae

tendineae. For the purpose of present analysis, it is suffi-
cj-ent to study only one of the leaf1ets. Each leaflet is rep-

resented by an honogeneous membrane, fixed around its boundary

by a plane curve (as shown in Fig.2.2.I). The membrane is dis-
tended due to the pressure loading q.

lVhen the menbrane vibrates, the dynarnic component of the

deflection wU will be superimposed onto the static deflection
W, to give the total deflection of the membrane. We denote the

mass per unit area by p and the tension per unit length by T.

The differential equation of motion of the membrane at any

instant of time t is given by l29J

il
ù¿

u

Tf
Cu

ãw,
Cl

- 
as-p

ân

â2w.ddn
^tòT-

(2 .4.7)

(2 .4 .2)

(2.4 .s)

0

which, under an assunption of harmonic vibration

td td." t"

leads to the new equation

dlV
dT Æds

du
C

o'"ff
o

W d0 0
d

uu

where o is the frequency of the node and I'/U is the normal func-
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tion determining the form of the deflected surface of the vi-

brating membrane and t is given by (2.2.9). The double inte-
gral appearing in (2.4.3) may be simplified as in section 2.2

to yield

dr\I u
d

f
Cc

c

,I-t ds + k2 wu(uo)dro ds

Æ

Áds--o
¿lt

0 (2 .4 .4)
du uzt

where the value of k is given by 2.3.L0. Differentiating equa-

tion (2.4.4) with respect to u, yields

d2trl ds

{t (2.4.s)
du2

Evaluating the contour integrals as in 2.2, and introducing a

ne\^/ variable f given by

f2 = u* -u (2 .4 .6)

equation (2.4.5) finally becones

uu

f
C u

d
dI,V.Ált ds-2 *
du

k2l\I,
d

+

uu

d2tr\I, - dl\I.d+! o+2k2\I
df2 f df

the zeroth order Bessel

d
0 (2.4.7)

equation with the general solu-This is
t ion

Wd AJ (nkÐ + BY (nkf)
0

(2 .4 .8)
0

where A and B are arbitrary constants.

In order to avoid infinite displacements, B=0. Also, since

the membrane has zero displacement around the boundary (u=0),

J (/ñk) 0 (2.4.s)

,æk B.
1

gr.vrng
0

-30-
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where B
this the i zero of the zeroth order Bessel function,

1

lñk = 2.4048,5.s201, B.6s3z, (z.4.rL)

and thus the symmetric mode frequencies (2.4.II) and eigenfunc-

tions (2 .4 .8) are determined.

2.5 Static Analysis of Pressure-Loaded Leaflets

It has been pointed out by Ghista and Rao ltZ,tSl that vi-
brational analysis of nitral leaflets may provide a method of
non-invasive diagnosis of in uiuo leaflet tissue. lvith the

frequency of vibration determined from spectra1_ analysis of

heart sounds, information may be obtained about in uiuo valve

leaflet tissue provided the tension can be related to the elas-

tic properties. With this in mind, basic static analysis of a

pressure-loaded membrane is included here, and i_s outlined in
more detail in Chapter VI.

The change in surface area of the membrane, after taking

up its deflected shape, can be written:

,2 (Vl\r . Vhr )d0 (2.s.1)
S S

which becomes on noting equations (2.2.3) and (2.2.9)

dA
w f

t)

il
ç¿

S

0

dA
w s

2
q

BT2

which after evaluation yields

dCIt (2.s.2)
0

Au*
S

is the area of the membrane.

dA
w

q.2

gr2

0
where A

-31-
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The change in surface area may also be regarded as result-

ing from stretch due to the tension T, and can be expressed

(Ghista and Rao lI2l)

dA,

0

dCI (2.s.4)

where u is the Poisson's ratio and h is the thickness of the

valve leaflet and E the elastic modulus. Thus

2T 1-u (2.s.s)dA,

Equating expressions (2.5.3) and (2.5.5), the tension is obtained

AS

Ehq2u* I
r-6TI -u)l

I
3

T (2.s.6)

In conjunction with equation (2.4.10) the tension T may be elin-

inated from (2.5.6) to estabtish a relationship between the fre-

quency of vibration of the valve leaflet and the elastic mater-

iaI properties of the nembrane. The potential applications of

this relationship will be explored in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER. III

FORCED VIBRATIOÌ{ OF VALVE LEAFLETS

3.1 Irìtroduction

As has been indicated in Chapter I, no single theory of

the vibratory origin of the heart sounds has yet received

universal acceptance. This is particularly true of the first

heart sound, a composite wave form containing contributions

from a number of possible sources, which may include atrio-

ventricular valve vibrations as well as ventricular vibrations

and ejection sounds. Clarification of the relative contribu-

tions of these sources is essential to an inproved understand-

ing of the phonocardiogram, and consequently, greater diagnos-

tic accuracy.

A number of meticulous studies have suggested that the

vibration of the atrio-ventricular valve leaflets may be a

contributory factor in the production of the first heart sound,

Sr. The study by Laniado et aL. [18 ], in particular has lent

credence to the idea that nitral valve vibration plays a caus-

ative role in Sr production. Synchronized recordings of the

phasic mitral flow with a cinefluorogram of the motion of the

valve cusps have revealed the first major component of Sr to

be coincident with cessation of mitral flow and closure of the

valve. The recent studies by lt'aider and Craige I St ] , Mi1l s et

aL. Í,SZl and Prakash ¿ú aL. t35I using the conbined non-
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invasive techniques of phonocardiography and echocardiography

have provided further confirmation of the preci-se coincidence

of mitral valve leaflet coaptation with the onset of the first

higher frequency component of Sr. This temporal relationship

has been observed by l^Jaider and Craige I Sf ] invariably in over

a thousand subj ects.

An exact understanding of the means by which atrio-ven-

tricular valve closure can contribute to Sr will have clear

advantages in the interpretation of experimental observations

regarding the factors which affect the sound. An increase in

the accuracy of cardiac auscultation may result, establishing

the basis for improved diagnostic use of the phonocardiogram.

3.2 Rationale of the Forced Vi-bration ì4ode1

Accepting that atrio-ventricular valve vibration does

make a significant contribution to the first heart sound com-

p1ex, one immediately faces the problem of accurately under-

standing the mechanism of this vi-bration. Although there have

been numerous suggestions, including cusp collision, tensing

of the valve leaflets or accelerations of the associated blood

nass, none has been explored in sufficient theoretical detail

to provide a precise explanation.

0n the basis of experimental studies, a number of appar-

ent mechanical features become essential to an accurate de-

scription of the mechanics of valvular contribution to S1 pro-

duction. It is clear that vibrations must occur immediately

following valve closure and that the driving force of the vi-

brations rnust originate from the contracting ventricle and will

-34-



be exerted on the closed valve leaflets by means of the rapid-

Iy rising systolic pressure loading. Furthermore, the valves

must be capable of elastic recoil.

The foregoing hydromechanj-ca1 features may be represented

in essence by modelling each atrio-ventricular valve leaflet

immediately following closure as a deformable, thin elastic

membrane, subjected to a tine-dependent pressure loading and

with an initial velocity corresponding to the rate of closure

of the leaf1et. The dynarnic response of the membrane to the

pressure loading will determine the nature and extent of any

resultant vibrations.

A one-dimensional model of this type has been successful-

ly utilised by Blick et aL. to correlate the theoretical be-

haviour of aortic valve vibrations with in uitro experimental

observations I + l.

3.3 Membrane Dynamic Response

On the basis of membrane models, the nathematical analy-

sis of the forced vibrations of mitral and tricuspid valve

leaf lets will norv be presented. As i-n Chapter II, the leaf lets

are considered during the phase of ventricular systole fo11ow-

ing valve closure, and for the purpose of analysis, each leaf-

1et nembrane is considered separately. The fluid pressure

difference across the valves distends and provides tension in

the leaflets which are held in the distended state and prevent-

ed from moving into the atrium by the restraining action of

the chondae tendineae.

The differential equation of motion for the displacement

1^/ of the membTane driven by the force F may be expressed âsr
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following the previous chapter for free-vibrational analysi s,

+Tf
C

âW

-dsân fI F d0 p (3.3.1)

(3.3.4)

Ji
CIu CI u

For the above equation, the notation has been described in

ChapterII, with the terms appearing being due to the elastic,

driving and inertial forces respectively. The soluti-on to

this equation can be found in the classical manner using the

normal mode expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions of the

associated free vibration problern.

It is well known that the free vibration eigenvalue prob-

lem is self-adjoint, and hence the associated eigenfunctions

form a complete set and are mutuall-y orthogonal. Thus the

solution to equation (5.5.1) can be expressed as a linear sum

of the eigenfunctions in the form

w(u,'r) = ; wr(u)si(r) (3.3.2)

Since Vü. is an eigenfunction of the corresponding free
1

vibration problem, we have from equation (2.4.8)

W
1

(u (3.5.5)

this the i zero of the zeroth order Bessel function
1

i=l

J B.)
I'o

where B

J and
o

,rt = (

Ìì/ith the form of solution expressed by equation (3.3.2) , and

using the same procedure discussed in Chapter 2, the differ-
ential equation of motion reduces to
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dW (

f,zt ar +

Cu
i=1 Ittr t"

d2 gi

d"r2
Iltut c"l an]

0

J,
f¿u

da

I

du a

da (3.3. s)

AS

(3.3.6)

Since the eigenfunctions satisfy the equation of free vibra-
tion given by

dW

u

F

where t is given by equation (2.2.9)

ff
au

f = (#), . (#I

W, (u) dcl (3.3.7)

(5.3.8)

du

æ
t
-1 dr2

1

1 or¡.2'1
f
f¿u

T

the above equation (3.5.5) can be rewritten as

rrlr2 g, (t)

* t'si (-) ]l
te

I"
ç¿ u

(u) d0 I
p1

1

which after expressing the double

and differentiating with respect

integrals in the f orm (2.2 .7)

to u, yields
2

¿ si
dr2

The drivì-ng force function F,

contraction of the ventricle,

ent and unifornly distributed

so that

where q

pans ion

W (u) (3.3.e)
1

arising from isovolumic sYstolic

is considered to be time-depend-

over all points on the leaflet

+

æ-

i=11 t
p

F(x,I,r) = qh(t) (3.3.10)

is a unit pressure loading. Using a normal mode ex-

in terms of the eigenfunctions, it is possible to
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express the forcing function in the form

co

F (x, Y ,r) h(t) a. l'i (u) (3.5.11)
I 1 11

where

ality

the coefficients

relations of the

a: can be obtained using the orthogon-
1

eigenfunctions, whereby (See Appendix B)

2 (3.s.l-2)a
1 B.J rB. )1r

Equati-on (5.3.9) wi-11 now uncouple into an inf inite number of

linear differential equations for the g1(t) on using the ex-

pression (3.3.11) for F and then applying the orthogonality

properties of the eigenfunctions , fielding

d ob (3.3.13)
d'r2 1 ].

(t)
2

1 2
a.I rt (r)
p

the above equation (3.3.13) will de-

forcing function, h(r).

(¡+ oò

Clearly

pend on

s o lut ion

form of

the

the

to

the

3.4 Heart Valve Response

On the basis of the foregoing theory, the response of the

atrio-ventricular valves, and in particular, the mitral valve

will now be modelled. It is well known that the mitral valve

sustains a rapidly increasing pressure loading, which is the

difference in pressure between the left ventricle and left

atrium following atrio-ventricular pressure equalization at

the conmencement of ventricular systole. This pressure dif-

ference increases with time until it attains a peak of approx-

imately 10Omn Hg (Fig. 3.4.L(a)). Experimental studies [18]

indicate that mitral closure occurs some 40 msec after the
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atrio-ventTj-cu1ar pressure cross-over so that nitral leaflets
will be subjected to an initial non-zero pressure loading of

approximately 2Omm Hg at closure. Accordingly, the appropri-

ate forcing function h(t) may be reasonably approxinated by

the ramp function illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1(b). The mitral
valve is considered to be subjected to an initial pressure

loading of magnitude s, followed by a linearl-y rising pressure

difference with Tate dp/dr until a time ., and then a constant

pressure thereafter. Thus, the form for the input pressure

loading is expressed as

T

h(t) SH (t) + qP
dt tH(t) -H(t-t ) ldtf (5.4.1)

0

where tl(t) is the Heaviside unit step function.

IVith the form of the input given by (3.4.I), the ni.tral
valve response may be calculated from (3.5.13) with the aid of

the Laplace transform method. Denoting the Laplace transform

of the function f(t) by

t f(t) I
æ

0
"-"t f (t)dt f(s)

a1l i except i=l

i=1

(3.4 .2)

(3.4.s)

it is found from (3.3.15) that

,zBi (s) -sgi (0) -siCo) *ri'gi (s)

a.
1 q. I 4p(r - er ,")

s s2dt
+

p

with initial conditions given by

{:
0

for

for
q(o) 0 and B1'( 0 )
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Here prines denote derivatives with respect to the temporal

variable r. Thus vo can be viewed as the initial velocity of

the nembrane as a result of the motion of the valve leaflet

closure. The Laplace inversion of (3.4.3) yields the solution

V a

p

-l{(r-t

oo

>W
i=1

1-cosS

'i']2 L
s1n

u)

a dp
+

dt ur 2

t

Substitution of the

tion (3.3.2) yields

the valve leaf1et.

obtained from

where

dgi

8i(.) =ôi,

ãî 6i, vo cos

Lr)

1+(l).7
I

0

1

{l'

1

I s1n (l).7
1

sln (¡ (t-t )

l)
1

L

I
) (r-t )-

p ûJ uJ.
11

express ion (3. 4. 5) for the Si (r)

the displacement response at any point of

The membrane velocity at any point may be

(3.4. s)

in equa-

(3.4.6)âw
ât

dgi
1 ilr-

Sa
1

p(r.)
(¡.T +

]-
s]-n (¡)-T

1
1

a dp
æ {lt-."' ,r-]-H(t-.,) [r-co, ,i ,'-. ,, ])

1
tn.2

1

1+ (3.4.7)p

In Fig. 3.4.2(a), the displacement response corresponding to

the first three symmetrical modes is illustrated, ât the point

of the nembrane (u = u*) where the displacement is maximal.

Usually, it is found that only the first few modes provide

significant contribution to the displacement of the nembrane.

In Fig. 3.4.2(b), the total naxinal displacement correspond-
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ing to the first three modal functions 91(t) is shown. For

the purpose of illustration, a leaflet with a fundamental nat-

ural frequency of 50 Hz has been considered. The ínput para-

meters S, dp/h and., have been taken as 20mm Hg, 5mm Hg/msec

and 20 msec respectively. In Figs . 3.4. 3 (a) and 3 .4 . 3 (b) ,

the corresponding velocities, cã1culated at the point of maxi-

ma1 deflection, are shov¡n. The first three modal shapes are

illustrated in Fig. 3.4.4(a), whereas Fig. 3.4.4(b) shows

the totaf displacement of the membrane as tine proceeds.

3.5 Valve Leaflet Response in Relation to the Phonocardiogram

The present chapter offers a quantitative account of the

response of the atrio-ventricular valves to the systoli-c pres-

sure loading immediately following valve closure. The essen-

tial feature of the model is that leaflet vibrati-on is not

analysed as though resulting from collision of the leaflets,
but as a consequence of the time-dependent pressure loading

which immediately follows closure in normal circumstances. The

response of the leaflets will determine the nature and magni-

tude of their ultinate contribution to S

In terms of the model which has been presented here, a

number of factors which rnay be expected to affect first heart

sound intensity become apparent. For forced vibrations to oc-

cur, the valve tissue must be subjected to a deforming pressure

loading and be capable of elastic recoil. A regurgitant valvg

for instance should contribute less towards the sound produc-

tion due to the dirninished pressure loading, whereas gross

fibrosis or calcification of the valve leaflets should also

produce less sound as the leaflets are less compliant and be-

come less able to exhibit elastic recoil.
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It is clear from equation (3.4.7) that the magnitude of

the time derivative of the pïessure loading will have a sig-

nificant influence on the velocity of valve leaflet motion and

consequent rate of energy dissipation. Any factor which alters

the rate of development of the pressure gradient across the

leaflet may then be expected to affect the heart sound inten-

sity accordingly. Such factors may i,nclude ventricular con"

tractility as well as the timing of closure with respect to

sys to 1e .

The amplitude of the first group of high frequency vibra-

tions of S has been experimenta1-1_y related to left ventricular
I

dp/d"r during isovolunic systole t401. The first major compon-

ent of S has been observed to be coincident with mitral clos-
I

ure I 32, 35 l. Therefore, it is not inconsistent to suppose

that the nitral valve response to left ventricular systolic

pressure loading contributes to the first major component of

S bv the rnechanism outlined here. Contribution to S inten-
I'l

sity from the tricuspid valve response to ri-ght ventricular

systole may occur in a similar manner.

In Figs. 3. 5.1 (a) and 3.5.1 (b) conparisons are plotted

for representative left and right sided atrio-ventrícular valve

responses. For this purpose, the tricuspid valve response has

been calculated for a systolic pressule loading of 25% of that

of the left ventricle. The relatively snaller size of the

tricuspid leaflets prompted the choice of a higher natural fre-

quency (65 Hz) for comparison. The initial step loading is

taken as 5 mm Hg, reaching a peak of 2.5 mm Hg in 20 msec. The

appreciably reduced displacement and velocity response of the
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tricuspid valve should result in a much lower rate of energy

dissipation than from its left ventricular counterpart. This

is consistent with the experimental observations by Luisada et

aL. tZSl that the first heart sound is predominantly of left-
sided origin. The displacement and velocities shown in Fig.

5.5.1 have been computed at the point of naximal deflection of

the membrane.

In Figs. 3.5.2(a) and 3.5.2(b), the effects of the valve

closing velocity relative to the fluid medium are shown. It
may be observed that for an increased closing velocity, larger

displacement and velocity responses may be expected, and con-

sequently, a louder first heart sound. Preliminary reports by

Leatham lZOl indicate that this may be experimentally verified.

The rnembrane model discussed here serves to provide a

mechanism for atrio-ventricular valve contri.bution to the

first heart sound and some clarification of the factors which

may be expected to affect the intensity. The related question

of energy dissipation as the vibrations are damped in the

fluid medium will be examined in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER I\T

ENERGY DISSIPATION

4.I Introduction

The response of the atrio-ventricular valves to the sys-

tolic pressure loading has been calculated mathematically in

Chapter III. It is important to remember, however, that such

responses do not occur in uq.cuo. The heart valves are complete-

Iy immersed in b1ood, so that valvular vibrations will be sub-

jected to viscous damping in the fluid nediun. This danping

is an inportant consideration, as it will provide the mechanism

for energy dissipation from the vibrating membrane. The dissi-

pated energy transmitted to the chest surface will constitute

the valvular contribution to the heart sounds.

Such contributions rvill be significant in the understand-

ing of the sounds and the correct diagnostic use of the phono-

cardiogram. Although the extent of the contributions from the

atrio-ventricular valves has been debated for many years, to

atternpt has been made as yet to establish their relative magni-

tudes on a quantitative basis. This chapter provides a quanti-

tative account of the energy dissipation from the nitral and

tricuspid valves at the vibrational source.

4.2 Damped Vibrations of Heart Valve l{enbranes

Introducing a linear viscous danping force per unit area
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given by

D(x,Y,r) d ðw
ât (4.2.r)

dCI (4 .2 .2)

the equation of motion of the membrane (3.3.1) will now become

dCI + Fda

u

The solution to this equation can be obtained using the normal

mode expansion in terms of the ei.genfunctions of the associated

free vibration problem as discussed in Chapter III. Hence, the

displacement is expressed as

'iIff
CI

u'ulf
l\l

rf
C

âw
ðn

âw
ât

ð2w
ðr2

uuu

14/ =

oo

III
-I

(4 .2 .3)

(4.2.s)

(4.2.6)

1

I\rith the application of the corresponding orthogonality rela-

tions (Appendix B), uncoupling of the time-dependent coeffi-

cients yields

d g d dgi
ûJ.

]-
(r) h (r) (4.2.4)

dr2 p dt

where as before,

2

1 2
a.

1++ oò 1 p

2a.
1 JB B( )11

l\rith the input h(t) in the form (3.4.1) , the solution of equa-

tion (4 .2 .4) y-ields

81(t)=
V A:

=qn.(t)* 't,i t p

S

Ir-n¡.)-
d

ZoQ.'1
A (t)

,i' 1

B= ('r-r )2Lt

AIa.
1

d

do
dr ,. 2uJ.

1
{[' uL'.¡{'Br(t'. oi(

d2+
p 2(¡p

d
)) +

I oul.2 oûJ.'1 I

-H(r-r (t-t
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2 2

+

1
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+ A,- (t r,, 
]Ì

Iõ-
1

(
\

\
)

where

where

A (r) -d"20
e

d._-T
¿v

sin CI.t
].

dgi

dr

(4 .2.7)

(4 .2 .8)

(4.2.s)

(4 .2 . L0)

(4.2.LL)

1

B (t) e cos
1

4p'

The membrane velocity is then given by

ll. r
1

f¿
2 - ,-'-{

1 ]-

oo

Ð IV.
11=I

A
q
2p

,l)H(r-.,)[t

ðw

ð'r

dsi

dt

V ln.t. tt)-
L r 1t

{['

r Sa.
(r) l* t A. (.)¡ pCIi r_

0

].
c) 1

a. do 1
I+- d

ZoQ.'1
A

1
(t) -B (r)

p dt ,í' 1

A (t-t ) -B 1]-

4.3 Energy Dissipation with the Danping of Membrane Vibrations

The energy dissipated from the vibrating membrane will be

equal to the work done against the damping force. For an ele-

mentary area of the nembrane dCI, the arnount of energy dissipated

during time r is given by

dE = €dQ (4.3.1)

where € denotes the elementary work done by the viscous damping

force in time t and is given by

(t-t
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E(t)
cc

=Ad>

oo

=Ad>

(8.)l'J,(
{ 

,,,
i=1

(,,
i=1

(4.s.12)

(4 .4 .t)

0

and the instantaneous rate of energy dissipation is then

(4.3.15)

4.4 Enerqy Dissi-pation from Atrio-Ventricular Valves

Equations (4.3.L2) and (4.3.13) enable the calculation of

the enelgy di-ssi-pated at arry time following valve closure, ãs

well as the instantaneous dissipation rate. These functions

will be determined initially by the systolic pressure loading,

which has been expressed in Chapter III in the form

dE
at ,u,,*)'

0

h(t) SH(t) +
f
tH(r)-H(r-t,)1dtqP.

dt
0

The nitral valve ïesponse may be calculated fron the Tepre-

sentative input values: S - 20mm Hg, dp/dr - 5 mm Hg/sec and

r = 20 msec. The resultant dissipated energy and Tate of dis-
t

sipation of energy from the mitral valve rnay be calculated from

(4.3.12) and (4.3.13), with results which are illustrated in

Fig. a.4.1 (a) and 4.4.1 (b) .

It is irnmediately apparent that the vast majority of the

dissipated energy is associated with the fundamental node. Com-

parison of the second and third modes illustrates a similar

dif f erence in relative magni.tudes (Figs. a.4.2(a) and 4.4.2 (b) ) .

This effect is of practical significance in the interpretation

of the power spectra of heart sounds. Contributions from all

rnodal frequencies of the vibrating valves nay be expected to

appear in the frequency spectrum of the sound. The calculation

of their relative magnitudes, however, indicates that contribu-
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tions of significance will arise from the fundamental mode.

An indication of the energy dissipation from a triscuspid

valve leaflet may be obtained with the consideration of a right
ventricular systolic pressure loading of 25% of that for the

left side. The corresponding results are illustrated in Figs.

a.a.3@) and 4.4.3(b) . As was anticipated from the calculation
of tricuspid valve displacement and velocj ty response in Chapter

III, the dissipated energy is appreciably less than that for
the nitral va1ve.

It is also noteworthy that, in the case of the nitral

valve, the majority of the energy dissipation occurs within
the first 10 msec following closure. This result is in accord

with the consistent experimental finding that the first major

component of the first heart sound occurs immediateLy following

nitral leaflet co-aptation t Sfl.

4.5 Ef fects of the lvlagnitude of the Damping Coef f icient

It is apparent that a decrease in the value of the damping

coefficient will pernit a larger velocity response from a heart

valve leaflet (Fig. 4.5.1). In this wãy, there has been specu-

lation t4ó I that a lower blood viscosity may accentuate heart

sound amplitudes. This hypothesis may be tested using the en-

ergy dissipation model embodied in equations (4.3.L2) and

(4.5.13) .

lvhile maintaining the sane values for the input pressure

loading, the valve leaflet response may be calculated for dif-

ferent values of the damping coefficient, d. Increasing the

value of d to 1,000 dyn-sec/cmt, and to the extreme (and phys-

ically unrealistic) value of 10,000 dyn-secfcil3, it can be seen

from Fig. 4.5.1 that the leaflet displacement and velocity ïe-
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sponses do attain smaller values following the increased damp-

ing force, âs would be expected. iVhat is surprising, however,

is that calculation of the corresponding energy dissipation re-

veals an incv,ease in this parameter (Fig. 4.5.7.). That is, al-

though the velocity of the valve becomes smaller when the damp-

ing is increased, the system response exhibits a greater work

rate against the larger danping force.

This effect is made clearer from a continuous plot of the

energy dissipation, calculated for illustration 10 msec follow-

ing valve closure, âs a function of the damping force coeffi-

cient (Fig. 4.5.3 (a)). Over a much larger range than is phys-

iologically possible, it is apparent that the energy dissipation

is a monotonically increasi-ng function of the darnping coeffi-

cient. In a more realistic range of values, this function is

very nearly linear (Fig. 4. 5. 3 (b) ) .

A decrease in blood viscosity wi11, however, pernit the

persistence of valvul-ar vibrations for a greater time at larger

anplitudes. Such a variation in blood viscosity may then result

in valvular heart sound contributions of longer duration.

4.6 Energy Di.ssipation and Heart Sounds

It is clear from equations (4.3.I2) and (4.3.13) that the

energy dissipated until time r, and the instantaneous dissipa-

tion rate, will be functions of the heart valve area and geome-

try, the magnitude of the damping force coefficient, and the

membrane velocity. The nembrane velocity is, in turn, deter-

nine<i by the systolic pressure loading and initial conditions,

as has been described in detail in Chapter III. It is apparent

that tlic magnitude of energy dissipation from atrio-ventricular

valve vibration, and hence the relative contributions of the
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valves to the first heart sound aú the uibrational sQurce, frâI

be influenced by a number of factors. These are summarised, in

terrns of the model presented here, in Table 4.6.1

Table 4.6.1

Factors Affecting A-V Valve Contributions to Sr

Model Physiological

Valves are ivtembranes Valves
spons e

must exhibit elastic re-
in order to vibrate.

Input

'Ramp' Driving Force

dp / d't

S

Anatomical Constants

u¡t

Physiological Constants

Vibrations are the consequence of
a time-dependent pressure differ-
ence between atrium and ventricle
following closure.

Rate of development of pressure
difference between atri-um and ven-
tricle affects the magnitude of
subsequent vibrations .

Timing of closure with respect to
the pressure difference curve af-
fects the initial loading.

The duration of the phase of ris-
ing systolic pressure is a deter-
minant of the ultimate pressure
loading.

T

V

I

The rate of
lets affects
magnitude.

closure of
cons equent

the leaf-
vibrat ional

A Energy dissipation increases with
valve area.

The valve geonetry affects the
natural frequency of vibration.

The effective mass of vibration
affects the natural vibrational
frequency.

The damping coefficient affects
the velocitl of vibrations and the
subsequent energy dissipation.

0

p

d
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A number of the factors shown in the above table have been

investigated experimentally. The necessity of an elastic re-

sponse from the valve for a contribution to S, is consistent

with the well-known muffling of the sound associated with cal-

cific mitral stenosis t 201.

lvith pliable leaf1ets, probably the next most important

factor is the systolic pressure loading. l"rith incompetent leaf-
lets associated with nitral regurgì-tation, the first heart sound

is again softer 1201. This may be attributed to the generally

decreased pressure loading which a reguritant valve might be

expected to sustain.

Ivith competent leaf1ets, the magnitude of the rate of de-

velopment of the pressure difference will probably be the nost

significant single determinant of the vibrational magnitude.

This accounts for a number of well-known observations, includ-

ing the predominance of the left side in first heart sound pro-

duction 1251, and the muffling of the sound which follows myo-

cardial infarction 137J. In fact , ãfy of the numerous factors

which result in a slower development of the systolic pressure

gradient rnay be expected to produce a heart sound of decreased

intens ity.

As may be seen in Fig. 4.6.1, the rate of closure of the

valve leaflet rnay be expected to play a significant role in
subsequent energy dissipation. This parameter has received

little experimental attention in relation to heart sound inten-

sitj.es. It has been observed l43J that unusually long (tO.S

sec) P-R intervals are associated with loud first sounds. If ,

as is probably the case, the long P-R interval pernits re-open-

ing of the nitral valve following atriogenic closure, it will
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then be suddenly closed again with the action of ventricular
systole. The louder sound associated with this occurrence may

well result from an increased closing velocity through the

mechanism that has been described here.

It has been noted in the previous section that an increase

in the damping coefficient results in an increased rate of

energy dissipation, even though the membrane velo.íty response

is sma11er. The observation t46l that increased blood viscosity

results in a decrease in heart sound intensity is then perhaps

more likely to be explained in terms of an increased loss of

transmitted energy through the more viscous fluid medium.

In general, the factors which have been observed to affect

the magnitude of the first heart sound are consistent with the

theoretical rnechanisn of energy dissipation from atrio-ventric-

ular valve vibrations. It then seems reasonable to expect that

valvular frequencies will be apparent in the spectrum of the

first heart sound. This question will be pursued in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER V

FREQUENCY ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST HEART SOUND

5.1 Introduction

Spectral analysis of the first heart sound (Sr) has re-

vealed reproducible peaks in intensity for well defined fre-

quencies t 541. These frequencies are probably related to the

undertying mechanical events of the cardi-ac cyc1e, with associ-

ated vibrations of the blood and myocardium. If they can be

accurately ascribed to the rnyocardial vibration which produces

them, yãluable diagnostic information may be obtained non-

invasively and inexpensively. In particular, knowledge of the

vibrational frequencies of the atrio-ventricular valves, in the

context of the mathematical nodels described earlier, may yield

useful information about the in uiuo tissue properties of the

valve leaflets. liith this objective, preliminary studies of

first heart sound spectra are reported here.

5.2 Temporal and FIeart-Size Effects in Sr Spectra

Experinental studies of the relationship between the tim-

ing of atrio-ventricular valve closure and the first major com-

ponent of the first heart sound have been described earlier in

(3.1) . ltlhile it is unlikely that mitral valve closure is sole-

ly responsible for the production of the first major conponent

of S , the reliability of the temporal association of the two
t

events is a strong indication of at least a contributory role
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for mitral valve vibration. Whereas the myocardium, blood and

valves will have some involvement in the production of the

sound, distinctive contributions may be provided by different

sources. Such contributions would be expected to be distinguish-

able in a frequency spectrum of the sound.

Some problems of ì.nterpretation may arise when spectral

analysis of S, incl'rdes the entire sound. The resultant fre-

quency peaks nìay then be difficult to interpret accuratelY, as

the inclusion of the several components of S, introduces numer-

ous possible origins of each peak. Medium-frequency peaks (50-

140 Hz), for example, may originate from fundamental or higher

mode vibrations of mitral or aortic leaf1ets, or perhaps higher

node oscillations of the left ventricle itself. More accurate

understanding of the spectra may result from restriction of the

analysis to a smaller time segment of the sound. A spectrum

obtained frorn only the first major component of Sr, for in-

stance, would not, in normal cj-rcumstances, be expected to in-

clude aîy frequency contribution from aortic leaflet vibration.

The tenporal variation in the spectral composition of S, should

reflect any variation in predominance of vibrating substructures.

The initial vibrations (or zeroth component) and the third

component of S, are generally composed of 1ow frequency (10-50

Hz), while the first and second components consist of medium

frequencies (50-140 Hz). There is evidence that the low fre-

quencies originate from ventricular vibration, as it has been

observed l?, 38 I that frequencies in this range are affected

following myocardial infarction. It seems unlikely that the

nediun frequencies can be accounted for by higher mode oscilla-

tions of the ventricle, owing to the temporal separation of
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their occurrence from the lower frequencies. Also, the medium-

frequency peaks from 29 subjects have been observed tS+ I to be

more widely spread than the low frequency peaks, suggesting

that they have an independent vibrational origin.

On the basis of theoretical analysis (Chapters III and IV)

it is apparent that contributions from the atrio-ventricular

ralves will be dorninated by the nitral valve vibrating in its

fundamental mode. The mitral valve may be regarded as a sub-

structure of the left Ventricle, so it is reasonable to expect

that nitral valve leaflets will vj-brate with a higher frequency.

As reported earlier, the exact correspondence between mitral

valve closure and the onset of the first major component of S,

has been experimentally demonstrated. This, therefore, suggests

that the medium-frequency peaks of the first major component of

the sound may originate from mitral valve vibration.

If this is the case, then peaks in the medium range may

show Some increase in frequency during the sound, âS the mitral

valve leaflet membranes are subjected to a rapidly increasing

ventricular pïessuTe loading following valve closure. This

will result in an increasing tension in the nembrane leaflet

during the first major component of Sr, with a consequent rise

in the frequency of vibration. Further, medium-frequency peaks

obtained fron hearts of different sizes should vary in a manner

consistent wi-th the variation in size of the mitral valve leaf-

lets, with higher frequencies arising fron the vibration of

smaller mitral valve leaf1ets.

5.3 Spectroqraphic Analysis of Heart Sounds

The foregoing considerations have been investigated exper-

imentally as follows:
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Six adult mongrel dogs in good health rr¡eighing 3.5-33.6

kg h/ere anaesthetised with sodj-un pentobarbitol 30 ng per kg

and positioned on the right side. The Ieft chest was clipped

from the third to the seventh rib and from the sternum to the

costro condral junction.

A stethoscope (Electronics for l.{edicine PSA- 23) \4ras at-

tached to the chest wa11 and connected to a preamplifier

(Electronics for Medicine EEP-8). The resultant signal u/as

amplified and displayed on an oscilloscope and recorded on an

ultraviolet recorder (Electronics for Medicine DR-8).

The sane heart sounds were tape recorded with an f.m. tape

recorder (Sangamo 5500). These sounds were then analysed wi-th

a Sound Spectrograph (Voiceprint Series 700, see Appendix D).

The analysis was carried out in two stages. First a tape loop

of approxinately 5 s of the original recording was re-recorded

for frequency analysis. The sound was displayed initially (Fig.

5.3.1) with frequency as a function of time, with the darkness

representing relative amplitude, a display rnode known as a

spectral phonocardiogram t 311. The second stage of analysis

consisted of taking a frequency section at selected time points

during the first rnajor component of tr. The reproducibility

of the frequency content of successive heartbeats nay be ob-

served in Fig. 5.3.1. Such repeatabilit r' has been documented

previously over a period of weeks tS+l or for even twelve months

l2 I in the same subject. These considerations, âs well as the

aim of observing the qualitative temporal variation of spectra,

which may be obscured by averaging effects, pronpted the choice

of a single first heart sound for each analysis.

At any time point of the sound under analysis, a frequency
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spectrum rnay be produced (Appendix D), conmencing at the loca-

tion of the signal gate topen' cuTSoI. Locating the cursor at

the beginning of the first najor component of Sr, and then pro-

gressing it through a series of locatj-ons during this component

(generally 4 or 5 were taken), a succession of overlapping fre-

quency spectra were obtained. Each spectrum is then superim-

posed on the original spectral phonocardiographic display at the

time point of its occurrence, as shown in Fig. 5.3.2.

The heart sounds from an additional dog (subject 10) weigh-

ing 5.5 kg with diagnosed mitral regurgitation andone dogweigh-

ing 37.7 kg (subject 4) with pulmonary stenosis were recorded

in a similar manner. Heart sounds from three adult nale humans

with no cardiovascular abnormality were also recorded and the

sounds similarly analysed.

5.4 Variation in Frequency Spectra

The peak

are displayed

frequencies in the medium range for each subj ect

in Table 5.4.1.

Table 5.4.1

lvledium Range Peak Frequencies for Human and Canine Subj ects

Subj ect Number We ight Medium Range Peak Frequencies
Human

1
2

3

84
82
75

Kg.
Kg.
Kg.

50 Hz
65 Hz
67 Hz

110 Hz
65 Hz
62 Hz
82 Hz
80 Hz
80 Hz
85 Hz
85 Hz

Dog

4x
5

6
7

8
I

10**
11

37.7 K
33.6 K

25K
19.
15.
L2.

5.
3.

oò
oò
oò

5Kg
9Kg
3Kg
5Kg
6Kg

t20
L20
130

Hz.
Hz.
Hz.

lr rt
Pulmonary stenosis
Nlitral regurgitation
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mal or

mal or

sound spectra

5.4.1, taken at

component of S

component of S

for two human subjects are illustrated in

successive time points during the first

. Typical frequency spectra of the first
I

are shorvn in F ig . 5 .4 .2 .

I

The spectra for two human subj ects (Fig. 5.4.1) indicate

a stable low frequency peak with a peak in the mediurn lange

which may be Seen to increase in freqt'ency as the sound pro-

ceeds. Such an increase is consistent wj-th the hypothesis that

medium-frequency peaks in the spectrum of the first major com-

ponent of S are produced by nitral valve leaflet vibration.
^l

The leaflets may be expected to vibrate followi-ng closure, with

a frequency l/hich may increase as the membrane leaflet tension

increases with rising left ventri-cular pressure.

An indication of the effect of decreasing heart size (with

the assumption that heart size is proportional to body weight),

may be seen in Table 5.4.1. The corresponding increase in the

mediun-peak frequencies is not demonstrated quantitatively,

since the exact dinensions of the valve leaflets themselves

could not be obtained. It should be noted that subject 4, with

diagnosed pulmonary stenosis, and subject 10, with mitral re-

gurgitation, produced higher medium-range peak frequencies than

might be expected from healthy dogs of the sane weight.

It is also interesting to note the qualitative difference

in spectra obtained fron the smaller dogs (Fig. 5.4.2). The

appeaïance of an extra frequency peak in both the low and nedi-

um range may perhaps be due to right-ventricular and tricuspid

valve vibration. A further possible source of medium-range

frequency peaks may be differences in the size of the anterior

and posterior mitral leaflets, with a corresponding difference

in vibrational frequencies.
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In this study,

major component of

were observed as a

heart.

investígation was restricted to the

S , and variations in
I

function of time and

the frequency

of the size of

first

spectra

the

5.5 Frequency Analysis by Means of the Fast Fourier Transform

It has been demonstrated t 541 that frequency analysis can

be carried out with a higher degree of accuracy and frequency

resolution using digitized data and discrete Fourier transform

techniques than is possible with band-pass filters. According-

Ly, a digital analysis of the frequency structure of the first

heart sound was carried out as fo1lows.

Heart sound recordings were taken in a sound-proofed Toom

in the Cardio-Pulmonary Investigational Unit of the Royal

Adelaide Hospital. The sub j ects (Nos. I2-1,4) h¡ere adult males,

with no cardiovascular abnormality, and were in the supine posi-

tion with the microphone positioned in the mitral area of the

precordium.

A contact-type microphone (Hewlett-Packard 21050 A/B) was

used. The signals from the microphone were fed to a heart

sound preamplifier (Hewlett-Packard Type 88134) the output of

which was used for recording. This was done with a Hewlett-

Packard Type 39644 FM tape recorder using a tape speed of 7k

inches/second. A hard-copy paper recording was also taken using

a San-EI Rectigraph chart recorder.

The heart sound signals on the magnetic tape were digitized

over two second intervals with a sampling rate of 2.Skllz by

means of an analog data conversion system (type 4L4I) attached

to a Data General Nova 2 computer which gives a 12 bit conver-

sion. The digitised data were read onto files available for
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subsequent processing with a Cyber I73 digital computer. The

first heart sound was identified in the digitised data by ref-

erence to the QRS complex of the simultaneously recorded Lead

II ECG. Commencing before the onset of the fi-rst heart sound,

the data points u/eIe gated rvith "cosine-be11" windows of the

Harnming type I s ], described by

w( j ) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos (+) ts. s. r)

wi-th widths of 256 s ampl es (approximat e1y 10 0 ms ) . Each suc -

cessive window was commenced at a Lag distance from its prede-

cessor (typicaTLy 10 ms) sufficient to cover the first heart

sound with 30 windows Zeros were added to each windowed data

segment to bring the total data string length to I,024 samples,

from each of which a frequency spectrum was calculated witìr the

discrete Fourier transform I 551

, N-1
s(k) = + >r\ r=0

ccmputed by means of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm

(Cooley and Tukey t Z l).

The digitised phonocardiogram for subject 12 is shown in

Fig. 5.5.1. Two first heart sounds are shown. The opening

pointsof the first windows were located at points A and C, with

the windows moved successively through to the points B and D

indicated on Fig. 5.5.1. The resultant successive (overlapping)

frequency spectra for the two first heart sounds are plotted in

three dj-mensional form in Figs. 5.5.2 and 5.5.5.

segments of di-gitised phonocardiograms including first

heart sounds from the two additional subjects (Nos. 13 and 14)

are shown in Fig. 5.5.4. Successive frequency spectra frc¡nl the

first heart sounds of these two subjects were obtained in the
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same manner, with the results displayed in Figs. 5.5.5 and

5.5.6.

A highly accurate indication of the time-dependent fre-

quency structure of the first sound is obtained in this way.

Examination of Figs. 5. 5. 2 and 5. 5. 3 shows a rernarkable degree

of preservation of the frequency characteristics of first heart

sounds taken from different cardiac cycles in the same subject,

as has been observed by previous experimenters [+t, S+ ] . This

aspect of frequency analysis of heart sounds has clear advan-

tages from the experimental and clinical viewpoints.

It nay be noted on inspection of the three dimensional

frequency reconstructions of first heart sounds shown in the

figures that there is generally one or two steady frequency

peaks in the low ïange (10-50 Hz) which are present for the

fu1l duration of the sound. Further peaks in the medium range

(50-140 Hz) may also be observed, which are of shorter duration

and which appear to be tenporally coincident with the first

group of higher frequency oscillations of S, generally referred

to as the first major component. Evidence has been described

earlier which demonstrates this component to be precisely coin-

cident with mitral Ieaflet coaptation (and sometimes, in addi-

tion, with tricuspid valve closure). This evidence is then

consistent wj-th the ascribi.ng of the nediun range frequency

peaks to atrio-ventricular valve leaflet vibrations.

Some tendency for peaks in this range to show an increase

in frequency may also be noted. The magnj-tude of the shift,

however, does not appear to be suffici.ently large to preclude

measurement of atrio-ventricular valve leaflet frequencies with

a reasonable degree of accuracy.
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5. ó First Heart Sound S ectra in Rel at ion to lvlitral Leaf l et

Closing Velocity

Preliminary reports [20] have suggested that mitral leaf-
1et closing velocity may be a significant parameter in determin-

ing the first heart sound intensity. In the context of the

mathematical models described earlier, such an effect is pre-

dictable in terms of the relationship between the initial con-

ditions prevaì-1ing on the commencement of atrio-ventricular
valve leaflet vibrations and the subsequent nagnitude of those

vibrations. This effect rnay be illustrated as follows:

Digitised phonocardiographic data from four subjects (Nos.

15-fB) with no evidence of cardiovascular abnormality were ob-

tained in the same manner as described in Section 5.5. In or-

der to facilitate meaningful comparisons of the magnitudes of

different frequency spectra [41], the PCG data for each subject

hras normalised with respect to the root mean square value (Fig.

5.6.1). In addition, âr M-mode echocardiogram (Unirad Series

100) was recorded for each subject to obtain nitral valve leaf-
let tracings. From the echocardiogram, it is possible to ob-

tain an estimate of the closing velocity of the valve by mea-

suring the B-C slope of the anterior rnitral leaflet echo trac-
ing lI7, Zll. These tracings are showrr in Fig. 5.6.2.

From the digitised phonocardiographic data, reference to
the sinultaneously recorded Lead II ECG enabled selection of
2048 data points containing (at least) one first heart sound.

This data was then gated with a Hamming window of sufficient
width to include the first heart sound. A fast Fourier trans-

form of this winclowecl data was tlien used to obtain a frequency

spectrurn of the first heart sound of the subject. The fu1l
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procedure of data analysis is illustrated for

Figs. 5.6. 3 and 5.6.4. The frequency spectra

three subjects (Nos. 15-17) is shown in Figs.

s.6.7.

subject 18 in

from the other

5.6. 5, 5.6. ó and

Evidence has been previously presented whi-ch suggests that

medium range frequency peaks originate from atrio-ventricular

valve leaflet vibration. Comparison of the frequency spectra

of subjects 17 and 18 shows a greater relative ploportion of

sound energy in the 40-80 Hz band than is the case for subjects

15 and 16. It may also be noted from Fig. 5.6.2 that the fj-rst

two (17 Q 18) also have larger mitral leaflet closing velocities

than the second pair (15 Ë 16).

It is apparent from the mathematical analysis in Chapters

III and IV that numerous factors will be involved in determin-

ing heart sound intens ity, one of which is valve leaflet closing

velocity. In general, higher closing velocities will be expect-

ed to result in vibrations of greater magnitude, and comparison

of the frequency spectra for the subj ects studied here suggests

that the j-ncrease in transnitted sound energy recorded at the

chest walI will be apparent in the 40-80 Hz frequency band, 'L e.

it will correspond to those frequency peaks originating from

atrio-ventricular valve leaflet vibration.

Since these frequency peaks can be readily obtained from

heart sound spectra, it then appears plausible to utilise them,

in tire context of the mathematical nodels of valve leaflet vi-

brations, to obtain diagnostic information regarding the valve

leaflet tissue properties. This possibility will be explored

in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER VI

DIAGNOSTIC APPLICATIONS

6.1 Introduction

Non-invasive access to the vibrational frequencies of in
uiuo mitral leaflets by means of spectral analysis of the first
heart sound' together with a quantitative understanding of the

factors which determine those frequencies, suggests the possi-
bility of obtaining diagnostic infornation about i.n uiuo mitral
valve tissue from the phonocardiogram l_L21 .

The vibrational frequency will reflect the valve leafletrs
mechanical configuration together with the constitutive proper-
ties of the valve leaflet tissue. If the mechanical constraints
can be accurately modelled following the tine of conmencement of
the first major component of the first heart sound, then it may

be possible to determine the material properties of the leaf-
lets as a function of their vibrational frequencies. This would
greatly increase the information that can be obtained non-in-
vasively, providing a qui..rtitative estimate of the elastic pro-
perties of in uiuo mitral leaflet material. This would be paÌ.-

ticularJ-y useful for diagnostic purposes when some structural
degradation of mitral valve tissue may be suspeJted, as for
example, following rheumatic fever.

Accordingly, mathematical analysis will be presented here

to determine the stiffness of a valve leaflet as a function of
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its fundamental frequency of vibration. Since it has been dem-

onstrated by Clark t 0 I that mitral valve tissue exhibits a

highly non-linear stress-strain relationship, the elastic nodu-

lus will not be a constant quantity but rvill be a function of

the applied stress. The characterization of the functional re-

lationship between the elastic modulus and the stress of the

mitral valve and their dependence on the prinary vibrationa I

frequency of the leaflets will be of prime concern.

6.2 Static Analysis of Pressure-Loaded Leaflets

The stress-strain characteristics of normal mitral valve

tissue have been studied by Clark t 6 l. The equation

o(ð,yn/cn2) = 4083.6("ttt-1) (6.2.I)

where o and e denote the stress and strain respectively, pro-

vides a good fit to the experimental data obtained for fresh

mitral valve leaflets (Fig. 6.2.L).

Less information is available regarding pathological leaf-
let material. Ghista et aL. tljl obtained constitutive data

for unhealthy, fatty mitral valve leaflet tissue. The corres-

ponding stress-strain curve can be similar1-y represented by

(Fie. 6.2.I)

o(ð,yn/cm2) = 9714.6¡"rzc-l; (6.2.2)

The experimental results indicate that the mitral valve's elas-

tic modulus (do/de) is very small until a certain finite defor-

nation is reached, and that from this point oD, the elastic
modulus increases rapidly with further increase in strain. In

the range where tensile stress is significant, the elastic modu-

1us increases alnost linearly with the stress.

Thus, it is expected that leaflet tissue, in general will
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have a non-linear stress-strain relationship of the form

o = c (e 17e -1) ( 6.2.3)

where the value of the constant C characterizes the relative
stiffness of the tissue.

The main objecti.ve of the analysis is to express the elas-
tic modulus, or alternatively, the material parameter c, in
terms of the fundamental mode frequency and the leaflet shape

and dimensions. This may be achieved by determination of the

tension T in the membrane in its quasi-static pressure-loaded

state, by invoking the physical requirement that the change in
nernbrane surface area due to its taking up its deflected shape,

must equal the change in surface area due to its being stretched
by the tension T.

I'\iith static displacement w(x,y) , and employing the notation
described in chapter rr, the change in surface area of the mem-

brane, due to its taking up the deflected shape, can be written

dA
W II

CIo

1
z

il
CIo

il
oo 

o

(vI^/. vI^¡) da

tdsl

(6.2.4)

(ó.2. s)

(6.2.6)

Since equation (2.2.3) provides that

u= 2TW

equation (6.2.4) becomes

q

dA
1^I

_t_
gr2

which may also be written as

dA
w
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The change

being stretched

Denoting e

ate directions,

in surface area of the nembrane, due

by the tension T, ilay be calculated

and e as the strains in the x and
v

hre have for smal1 deformation
x

C o exp ( #) ') '

to its

as follows:

y co-ordin-

(6.2.8)

the men-

in the x

(6.2.s) ,

(6.2.LL)

change in elemental area = (ex* ty)dxdy

The tension T per unit length and the thickness h of

brane are considered to be uniform, So that stresses

and y directions are identical. Then from equation

Since

yield

and therefore

dAr II
ù¿ 

o

(.* * ey)dç¿ =ll+r"r"(å. r)an (6.2.s)
ô
Jú

dAr dA*, equations (6.2.7) and (6.2.9) are equated to

å'"r"(E.r) = # (6.2.10)

0

L7
16

6.3 Tissue Properties in Relation to Valve Leaflet Frequencies

The paraneter C characterizes the relative stiffness of

the leaflet tissue. Differentiation of equation (6.2.3) en-

ables expression of the elastic modulus E as a function of the

stress as

do
ãã (6.3.1)E 17(o+C)

It may be seen from equations

E = L7 (o + 4083.6)

E = L7 (o + 97L4.6)

(6.2.L) and (6.2.2) that

heatthy leaflet

pathogenic leaf 1et. (6.3.?')

for
for
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The above equations enable a division of the E-o (histological)

plane into normal and pathological regions, depending on the

value of the stiffness parameter C (Fig. 6.3.1). The stress

o(=T/h) may be obtained frorn the f requency equation (2.4 .L0) ,

so that on substitution into equation (6.2.II),

2
C 13.ó9f u* exp

Lì

I7
l6 ç+) ') ' (6.3.3)

(6. 3. s)

where f (=u/2r) j-s the fundamental mode frequency in Hz.

On substitution of the value of T from the frequency equa-

tion (2.4.10), the desired relationship between the material

parameter C and the nembrane frequency f i-s obtained as

c=rs.6gf2u*fexp¡9.-9157a'-\-rl-l (6.3.4)rr t '\ p2f4u'r ) i
Alternatively, the pressure loading q appearing i-n equa-

tion (6.3.3) can be eliminated with the help of equation (6.2.5)

An alternative expression for C is thus obtained as
2

4 . ?.s\rmax I
Í

-1
2

-1C 13.69f u* exp
I

The above expression involves the monitorable quantities

f and W_^-,, and the geometric parameter urç which depends on the
I I max'

shape of the mitral valve leaflet. The material parameter C

may be obtained from the vibrational frequency either from e?ua-

tion (6.3.4) which involves the pressure loading q or fromequa-

tion (6.5.5) which includes the maximum membrane displacement

tV-^--. For the purpose of the present analysis, equation (6.5.5)
max

is probably the more useful, since the valve leaflet's displace-

nent due to the pressure loading may be obtained non-invasively

by echocardiographic means. Equations (6. 3 " 4) and (6. 3. 5) are

readily applicable to menbranes of any shape by the calculation
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of the value of the appropriate geometric parameter u*.

A number of representative boundary shapes have been con-

sidered in section 2.3. For the purposes of illustration, con-

sideration of menbranes with area r/2 square centimetres in
conjunction with Table 2.3.2 provides a range of possible values

for u*. The relationship between the naterial parameter C and

the vibrational frequency of the membrane is illustrated in

Fig. 6.3.2, for each value of u*, and for a range of possible

values of the maximal membrane displacement W*"*.

From the í.n uiuo monitorable data of the valve leaf let's
maximal displacement with the fundamental vibrational frequency,

a quantitative estimate of the material parameter C can be de-

ternined non-invasively from the appropriate nomogram displayed

in Fig. 6.3.2. Corresponding to this value of C, an E-o rela-
tionship for the valve leaflet tissue is obtained from equation

(6.3.1). The corresponding position of this curve in the E-o

histological co-ordinate plane in Fig. ó.3.1 will provide an

indication of the normalcy of the stiffness of the valve leaf-
1et material.

6.4 Effects of Material Anisotropy on Valve Leaflet Frequencies

Experimental studies have indicated some degree of aniso-

tropy in the elastic properties of atrio-ventricular valve

leaflet material 134,5ù. The slight differences in stress-

strai-n properties in the radial and circunferential directions

will result in differences in the tension in these directions

induced by the atrio-ventricular pressure loading exerted on

the closed leaflet. This non-uniformity in the leaflet tension

may be expected to affect the vibrational frequency of the mem-

brane. The magnitude of this effect may be investigated as

fol1ows.
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to polar co-ordinates as shown in Fig. 6.4

the radial direction is denoted by T, and

tial direction Uy Tg. Summing vert j.cal

elastic forces,

F -T sincr rA0 + T sinß (r+Àr) A0r r

Consider an element of a ci-rcular membrane with reference

The tension in

in the circunferen-

components of the normal

I

E

-T sinô 
^0 

+ T siny A0ô

which, for sma1l displacement w, may be reh¡ritten

0

(r+Ar) A0

r+Ar,0

(6.4.1)

(6.4.2)

F -T âw
r ðr

rA0+T
rr0

ðw
ðrrE

-T
ðw
ð0

âw
âe

0 +^rT,U

Ar

r, 0+À0

To

r

The equation of motion of the element during free vibrationwill

then be given by

^,d - I,\IprArA0
ð'r 2 ðr

(r+Ar) A0

r+^r, 0

wâ

"{

ðw
âr

rA0

r'0
l.
I

âw ArWö Ar

r r 0+40

Thus, or division by rArA0, and taking

the equation of notion of the membrane

Tr0 (6.4.3)

the 1 imit as A0 , Àr+0,

becomes

a0 .]U

d -I^I
V- .ilr'

ä2w
rt¡z-

Ttar*
r Ar

(6 .4 .4)T ð2w0
T +

Tz àe2

with the menbrane displacement vanishing at the boundary T=ã,

so that

w(a,O,t) - 0 (6.4.5)
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Denot ing

in which case

and C

+

TT
0r2

C
2

U
(6.4.6)

(6.4.7)

r p p

and writing

w(r,0,t) = F(r,0)G(t)

substitution of (6 .4.7) into (6 .4 .4) yields

C
ö
G

Frr
F

+ rC2
I

+
F

T
T_

C2r
r

2
co F2

r
00 2

-C (say) (6.4.8)
F2 Ir

where dots denote differentiation with respect to the tenporal

variable. Here the negative constant is chosen to ensure non-

trivial solutions satisfying (6.4. 5) .

Writ ing

F(r,0) = H(r)Q(g) (6'4'9)

then from equation (ó.4.8)

Qoo
+

Hïr-E-r2 czr
Hr
T_ rz c2

I

)
.(

ct

-C?
U

_C (say) [6.4. r0)C
2

2

Qoo + a 0

0

C,
2--î

C

22rC C

2
FI 0

(6. 4. u)

(6 .4 .r2)

and

+TH
2

¿t'H Tr 2r c Cr r

With the help of a new variable s given by

rC
5-

equation (6.4.12) becomes
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2
SH +SH

SS

which is Besselrs equation of order

tion

H (s) A

* (,'S

C
2

e-r

r=(k)

0(Ai )H=
(6 .4 .14)

(6.4.rs)

(6.4. r6)

one

(6.4.L7)

(6.4.18)

(ó.4. re)

(6.4.20)

(6 .4 .2r')

(6 .4 .22)

(C2/Cì with general solu-

J +B Y
V

(s) Is)I

and in order to avoid infinite displacement at the centre,

must have

where

From (6.4.11)

where

with

and thus from (6.4.16)

Q (e) A cosn0+B sinn0

VJ

1
B 0

2

IVith the requirement that Q(0) is periodic with period 2r,

uniqueness of displacements will be ensured by taking

Q(0) = cos n0

n 0, L, ?

C /-'J
T

v= e

re-r
n= n=/[n

s 10ns .

where u denotes the ratio of circumferential and radial ten-

The boundary condition (6.4.5) with (6.4.15) yields
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where

kind

(¡.
1V

B. is
1V

order

the i

v and

B
1v

of C is
I

(6 .4 .23)

(6 .4 .24)

the first

deno t ed

r"(

at)
T-r

Ca
C

T
0

1V
(¡

and therefore

C a

C r
=Ca

th zero of the Bessel function of

of

It may then be

the corresponding value

noted from (ó.4.8) that

1V
(t)

where from (6.4.22)

A co s(¡ r + B sino T
1v 1V

B

G (6 .4 .2s)

(6 .4 .27)

33

so that the radian frequency of oscillation is tiv, in accord-

ance with (6.4.24).

Using these results for a circular membrane, the mitral

valve leaflets may now be represented with the inclusion of one

nodal diameter, making in effect, a pair of semi-circular leaf-

Iets ll,Zl. This may be attained by choosing n=1 in (6.4.2I) and

the first zero of the Bessel function in (6.4.24), rn which case

Q(0) vanishes for 0=r/2 and 0= 3r/2 and the corresponding fre-

quency of vibration is given by

=a., /LrV rV ¡/ I 1V
(6.4.26)ak

r

2

v=U

The ratio u of the radial and circumferential tensions will

thus determine the corresponding eigenvalue tkrugiven by (6.4.26).

The eigenvalues are shown in Fig. 6.4.2 over the range of p from

0.5 to 1.5. It may be noted that despite variations of up to

50% in the value of p, the corresponding frequencies vary byless
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than 15%. Since on the basis of experimental findings [52J, the

extent of the orthotropy for atrio-ventricular yalve leaflets is

nowhere near this large, it nay be concluded that tn uiuo fre-

quencies of valve leaflets will be only slightly altered by this

effect.
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CHAPTER VI I

CONCLUS I ON

7.I Conclusion

The mathematical models reported in this thesis provide a

quantitative description of the dynamic relationship between

the closed atrio-ventricular valve leaflets and the time-depen-

dent pressure loading of ventricular systole. The behaviour of

the models is consistent with numerous experimental and clinical
observations regarding various first heart sound determinants.

It is hoped that the theoretical analysis of the vibration of

atrio-ventricular valves described here provides a concise con-

ceptual framework for the understanding of the mechanics of

such vibrations and their relative contributions to the first
heart sound complex. In particular, the models provide a uni-

fied account of the effects of:

(1) The Valve Leaflet Vibrational Frequencies, determined

by

(i) size

(ii) shape

(iii) tens ion

(iv) effective mass of vibration.

(2) The Systolic Pressure Loading, determined by

(i) the timing of valve closure

(ii) the ti-me derivative of the atrio-ventricular
pressure difference
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(iii) the ultimate magnitude of the atrio-yentricular

pressure loading.

(3) The Valve Leaflet Motion and Resultant Energy Dissipa-

tion, determined by

(i) the magnitude of the viscous danping

(ii) the area of the leaflet
(iii) the displacement and velocity of the leaflets

resulting from all of the above determinants.

In addition, the extraction of valvular frequencies from

first heart sound spectra, in the context of the mathematical

theory of their origin, has established the possibility of a

non-invasive method of assessment of in uiuo valvular tissue

propert ies .

7.2 Recommendations

The conplete understanding of precordial heart sounds re-

quires more than an analysis of the vibrational source. The

effects of transmission through intervening tissue must also

be determined, and research has commenced in this area tSO l.
The combination of transmission studies with source analyses

appears to have significant potential for the advancement of

the understanding of heart sounds.

Additionally, the potential advantages of frequency analy-

sis of the phonocardiogram seem unlimited. A great deal of

work, however, remains to be done to realise this potential.

Extensj-ve studies are required to systematically establish the

frequency characteristics of heart sounds together with under-

lying pathologies, as well as the various cardiovascular de-

terminants of the normal spectrum. Research in this direction

has already been commenced by the author.
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The non-traumatic,

an invaluable screening

information afforded by

inprove these capabilities even further.

inexpens ive phonocardiogran j-s already

and diagnostic aid. The additional

frequency analysis seems certain to
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APPENDIX A

AN ISO-AMPLITUDE CONTOUR FUNCTION FOR T}{E LIN'IACON

The limacon boundary in the z-plane described by

R(0) a(1 + e cos 0)

may be mapped to the unit circle in the 6-plane by noting

X R cos COS0+r2A¿+r4aecOS20

and

v R sin 0 - a sin e + tzrae sj-n20

Then

i0 + tzrae
L x+1I = A +

so that the analytic function

r(6) a4+\ae12+\ae

e-a

4.1

4.2

4.3

A.4

4.5

A.6

funct ion

can be

4.7

. i20
4aee

.,

may be seen to map the limacon on the unit circle lg l<t.

The inverse mapping is then given by

e
?z :l-I + 1

eae

Introducing 0(x,y), the harmonic conjugate of

ü(x,y), the function F(z), analytic over the region

defined such that

ili/ Ftf(e)l r (c)

the

ùú

0

where

it may

t ion

Q+

f(C) is analytic

be seen that its

in the circle lCl <

imaginary part must

,1., ,t (Ç)T(6) lel 1 4.8on

problem can now be solved by determining the real part

analytic function

f- , and f rom (2 .3 .3)

satisfy the condi-

The

rl of the
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I
i

r(q) p-i0

+ + lae

4.9

4.11

A.rz

A. 13

With the appropriate form of the formula of Schwarz (Sokolnikoff

t4s l).
!rrel=! ú rr(o)T(õ)uo+const A.ro
i '-' lii ) ¿ o-e

On the boundary
-i0 a to=e = I/o, so

I e l=r

of the unit circle I e I =t,

that the integral 4.10 may

i0 and henceo=g

be written

do + constr(e) 0+irl r (o)T (t/ o)
u-q

I
2r

Fron 4.5

so that

0+irf

I e l=r

r (o)T(1/o) ae o2+ao+l-1ae=( (
2

ae
To2

a
o

2

f{ (e2 / 4) +eo+( (e2/ Z) +l) o2 *eÕ '* (e' / 4) ou do + const
o2 G-Ç)

a
2r

lc l=r

a'i (R +R ) + const
2

where R and R denote the residues of the integral at o=0 and
l2

o=Ç respectively;

R
d

Ao
(e2 / 4) +eo+ ( (e' / 2) rt) o' *eo3 * (e2 / 4) o)

o-4

^2L

4e2

(ez / 4) +eo+ ( (ez / 2) +I) o2*eo3 * (e2 / 4) o4

t
¿

4e2
eÇ+

I U 0

e

Ç

4

e2

2

R
2 o2 r

2

E

+ + +1 +
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and hence

From 4.6

Writing

so that

and

hre have

Imt (0+iú) l

and

0+iú Lq
a-a't

4
,,') +

2

+

1
F

1
¿

+

I
e,tz"it/ 2

L

4

cons t

+ const

A. 15

A. 16

A.17

A.18

A. 19

4.20

4.21

L ?2

4.23

4.24

?.3.4

t4

e ( 1
2x 2v .\+ ' llae/ae

2x
1

2v
ae

it
a¿

1
-)+ 1 = pe

pcost

p sin t ry
ae

2x
ae

1
c

-1 +

e

2 t
z

te2
24a

Ð'
'à2 e ,)'t(

G,' pcos t- lo"cos )

and hence

1,

where from A. t8 it may be seen that

2x 1

=2L

cos

ae
1+p

cos t

*Go'.orl* 2

)pcost + const

2

) +

2x
da

I|+ /p

,
cos t/ Z +

ae
2x I I

¿2 /pt.
L

+1

z
I
2

( )

The contour function u(x,y) is then obtained from

and with u (x, y) vanishing on the boundary, the adclitive
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1 E , t e2 \
4*ZP'cott*40cost¡

may be evaluated to yield

u (x, y) a 2
2

( 4.25(*' *y')1

z
a

T
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF ORTHOGONALITY COEFFICIENTS

From equations (3. 3.10) and (3.3.11) it is seen that

which becomes, on noting equation (3.3.5) ,

oo

1

1

t

T

a IV (u) 8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

J Jj =1

æ

a.J lu'B. IJ o' )'j=L

With the relationships t f l

I

I
0

'.lJ B )12

itj
i=j

t Jo (Bit) Jo (B t)dt
0 J (

r'ro(Bir')drr'

0 1

and

multiplication of

over the interval

tJ (t)dt zJ (z)r, 0 ,

equation (8.2) by u'J

[ 0,1 1 yields

and integration

8.5

8.6

¡u'er)

(Bi'' ) l 'd.''

0

0a.
1

f, u' [J
0

Bi
2 tJ (t) dt

0
0

tr' [;' [nr) J 
t

2

(

3I

B
1

a a CL 0.85,

1
B.J )

eu
2

1.60, - 1. 06,
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION OF TIME INTEGRALS

lvith reference to equation (4.3.10) and with

d
,¿D

= e ' s1n s¿ TA (r)
1

1
(t) = eB

d.

2p cos Q. t
1

sin ll.t-Q.
11

c.1

c.2

c.3

c.4

c.5

c.6

c.7

c.8

c.9

c.10

then

;å.( ,h ù¿ . L

1
cos T

I
T

A (t)dr
1

J, 
tr(t)dt

I
L d' / 4p'

n.r\ + n.
Ll 1

o+ 2

sin Q. t -CI . cos
1 1

01

-dt2o-
e

/at-

\-zo

d.

d2 / 4p2 \¿
2+

cos Q.'r + CI. sin f-) T

d2 / 4p2 o 2

I

1

T

l,e

+

r¿.r + ei sin nr.) .*-
d'/ 4pz + 2

ù¿ .
1

rT2

.|, 
ot (t) dt

tT2

.J 
tr(t)dr

r'
J Ai(t)81(t)dt

T

J ti--.

d, T T

1

z

=I

e
p

T-Tr

f(t)dt
T

I
22
i, Bi,

+

1

z
p

zÃ f Bi(2t)dt

B (2"c) dr
1

0

I.
0

1

zI, x"uf]'

0

0 0

T

Ai(2t)dt
0

n

)dt

A.BA
]-

0

f
1
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.Td'-rd-r
Ir r,,t ) Ai (. -., ) d' = "õt' co sCIr., fi, (t )Bi (t ) dt - "Ð1, inCI . t, [t¡r I u.

Tl

sinCI.t1r

T

C.T2

t)dt

c.13

c.15

d

fîr,.)B:.(t-r,)u, = "fu i A.lt)B. Itldr+e2g1' '1'

T

T
I

co sCI
1

00

deTAt.'t

J nrt.)Ai(t-t,)dt = e2e 
t .osslr., Jnl0 - - -0

(t)dr- e
2p

.t-
11 A.lt) B .fr)dt

1- - 1'-

C.L4

Tt

s infl

d.r
2p

e
I
s infl

1 I Ai(r) Br(t) dt
T¡T 

d T

.| Bi(.)Bi(.--,)dt = eæ"cosCI.r, ftrli.)a. *
00

T
I

0
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APPENDIX D

SPECTROGRAPH ANALYSER

A detailed account of the spectrograph analyser is provì-ded

by Prestigiacomo t36l and j-ts application to the study of heart

sounds by McKusick t31l and Schwartz et aL. 1421.

A block diagram of the Series 700 is shown in Fig.D.1.

The tirne points at which sections are made are deternined

by the settings of the signal gate controls.

The gate-open control produces one section point and the

gate-c1ose control provides a second section point, when the

signal-gate switch is in the 'off' position.

The sectioner takes the time-frequency-anplitude analysis

produced at the detector output and passes the signal output

from the detector through a 500 Hz low-pass active fi-1ter, which

integrates the peak amplitudes of the signals.

The signals produced by the signal gate at the gate 'open'

and 'c1ose' position then trips a fixed window, approximately

100 ms wide, in the spectrogram, printing a horizontal line that

is directly proportional to the peak signal amplitude at that

point in time.

The sectioner has about a 40 dB range and a 4 cm line-

length represents that range of peak signal strength. The sec-

tioner is calj-brated such that I cn of line length equals 10 dB

of signal arnplitude change.

A more detailed explanation of the general analysis mechan-

ism of the Series 700 Spectrograph is obtained fron 4 Neu Ap-
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pToach in Sound Spectrography by A. J. Presti, and available

frorn the nanufacturer: Voiceprint Laboratories Corporation,

Post Office Box 835, Somerville, New Jersey 0887ó, U.S.A.
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APPENDIX E

Journal of Sound and Vibration t1980) 70(1), L42-143

AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL
FREQUENCY OF AN ARBITRARILY.SHAPED MEMBRANE

A number of solutions for the fundamental frequencies of various elastic systems have
been obtained with the aid of the static response of the system U, 2l.For an idealized
membrane subject to uniform pressure loading q and tension T per unit length, the static
response IV is given by

izW = -q/T, (1)

with IV vanishing on the membrane boundary. In the context of the membrane analogy,
this may be reformulated by introducing the Prandtl stress function u, defined by

Yzu: -2, (2)

with a vanishing on the boundary, and

u =ZTWlq. (3)

In terms of the function u, the fundamental vibrational frequency ø of a membrane with
mass p per unit area and area A has been given as [1]

otz : (T/p)(2.4048)2 /2u^ (4)

and [2]

,'=2rll u aef o ![ "' at . (5)

With t a time parameter, and the membrane vibrating harmonically in its fundamental
mode, the displacement w can be described by

w(u, r) = W(u\ e'", (6)

so that the membrane has total kinetic energy

K.E. = lpatz sin'(rr¡ | | w'¿¿,. (7).JJ

Upon noting equation (3), and evaluating the integral approximately as in reference [3],
the maximum kinetic energy is obtained as

K.E.--=po'q2Au'^.r¡24T'. (g)

The maximum potential energy of the membrane corresponds to its greatest change in
surface a¡ea, and is given by

P.E'-- =\rll o*.vw dA, (e)

A

which becomes, on using equation (3) and evaluating the integral similarly,

P.E..- = Aq2u-",f 8T. (10)
t42

0022-460X/t0 /t90l42 +02 ¡02.00/0 @ l9g0 Acadcmic prcgs Inc. (London) Límired'
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR t43

In accordance with Rayleigh's principle, the fundamental frequency is obtained by

equating expressions (8) and (10):

u2:3Tl u^^*p. (11)

Comparison of equations (4) and (11) indicates that frequencielobtained by using

equation (11) willbe larger than those from equation (4)by a factor t6l2'4048 or l'86%.
The same difference was observed in reterence [2] for a number of boundary shapes in

comparing equarions (4) and (5). In fact, equations (11) and (5) are identical whenever the

integrals are evaluated exactly.
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APPENDIX F

Journal of So und and Vib rat ion ( I 979) 67 (2r, 282-283

AN APPROXIMATE EXPRESSION FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
OF A LIMACON-SHAPED MEMBRANE

Solutions for the fundamental frequencies of elastic systems have been obtained through
the use of the static response of the system ft, 2]. For the particular case of a vibrating
membrane, the relationship

yz : (2.404q2þw;^ (t)

has been found to provide accurate lundamental frequencies K for a wide range of
boundary shapes [l]. Here IUj* is the maximum value of the function W', which is the
static deflection mode corresponding to unit load: i.e.,

y2W' : -1, (2)

with W' vanishing on the membrane boundary.
Boundary shapes in the form of a limacon of Pascal, a range of shapes from the circle

(e :0) to the cardioid (e : l), described by

R(e) : a(l + e cos 0), (3)

are useful for the mathematical description of the human mitral valve [3]. Approximate
solutions for the frequencies have been obtained by treating e as a small parameter [4].

Solving equation (2) with the boundary (3) provides the static mode deflection as

,' :+("0."' t+]ou,"o,l* +-I)-t#, (4)

where

, :l(*- '.å)' *#]'' , cos' : (*-,.J)1, (s,6)

A great simplification arises with the approximation that lVi- occurs at the mid-point
of thelineof symmetryof thelimaconmembrane:i.e.,atthepoint x:al,y:0. Inthis
case

Wk*:@214\(lrez'¡rrz, e)

which, on substitution into equation (l), yields a convenient expression for the fundamen-
tal frequency of the limacon with shape parameter e:

l(s : l.4Mï/l +t2)1t4. (8)

The error introduced with the approximation (7) will be greatest for the case e : 1, the
cardioid. Calculation of the correct value of the maximum, W^_:0.358a2, yields a
resultant frequency from equation (l) of Ka : 2-tú4. This frequency differs by just 0.6'l"
from the value 2.022 obrained from equation (8).

Comparisons of frequencies for those values of ¿ for which calculations were presented
in reference [4] are provided in Table l.

ffi22-460xi7g1220282+o2$02 00/0 
2E2 
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T¡.sr¡ I

Funtlamental frequenc¡, parameters of limacon membrunes

283

K¿ from equation (8) Ko lrom reference [4] Difference

e

t
E

e

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
1.0

2.405
2.3 8l
2.3t7
2-227
2.022

2.105
2.382
2.327
2.262
2.t46

0.07á
0.M%
0.4%
r.5%
s.8%

o
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APPENDIX H

J Bioaechonics Vol I l. pp 29t -291i

@ Pcrgamon Prcs Ltd l97t Prìnrcd in Crár Bnr¡in

INTRODUCTION

The exact nature of the relationship betwecn mcchani-
cal events of the cardiac cycle and thc hcart sounds
which they prducc has evoked considerable scientific
controversy. This is particularly true of thc first hea¡t
sound S¡¡ for which many thcories have bcen pre
posed. Recent exp€rimentation, howcvcf,, has greatly
clarified the cardiac mechanical evcnts which undcrlie
thc production of Sr. In an experimcntal study on
opcn{hest dogs, Laniado et al. (1973) made simul-
taneous recordings of the phasic flow across the mitral
valve, using an elcctromagnetic ffow probe, and timing
of valve closure, using a synchronizcd cinefluorogram
of thc valve cusp motion. They found that thc mitral
valve closcd 20-40 msec after the point of equalization
of atrial and ventricular pr€ssur6, at thc onsct of
ventricular systole. The ñrst major componcnt of S¡
was obs€rved to coincide with bo¡h ccssation of mitral
ffow and with closure of the mitral valve. Thcrcfore,
when the sound is produced, the mitral valve is subjæt
to a non-zcro pressurc loading in the dirætion from
the ventricle towards the atriu¡n. Prakash et oL (19761
investigated thc production ofthe first hesrt sound in
twenty human subjccts using a technique of corrclat-
ing elcctrocardiographic, phonocardiographic and
echocardiographic recordings. The point of closure of
the anterior and posterior leaflets of the mi¡ral valve
was obscrved to be coincidcnt wirh the onsct ofthc 6rst
major component o[ Sr. The association betwccn ¡hc
ñrst major componcri¡ and mitral valve closurc was
obscrved in all subjæts.

Yoganathan et al. (19761 havc carried out highly
accuratc spoctral analyscs of the first heart sound
taken from phonocardiograms ræordod outsidc the
chcst wall. Using a fast Fourier transform analysis, thc
spcctr¡ werc found to contain distinct pcaks in in-

' Receioed 8 M arch 197 6 ; recelued for prùIlcula 7 M o¡ch
t97t.
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF MITRAL
VALVE LEAFLETS*

J. M¡zuruo¡n and T. C. Heenx
Department of Applicd Mathcmatics, The Univcrsity of Adclaide, Sou¡h Australia

Abchrct - A procedure is outlincd to dctcrminc lhe in ci¿'o stiffness (rnodulus) of thc mitral valvc (MV) lcaf,ct.
The mitral valvc is modelled as an idcalized membranc obcying a non-linear stress-strain rclationship. This
relationship is characterized mathematically as a function of thc primary vibrational frequcncy of thc
membrane leaflet. No prior assumption is made rcgarding the mcmbranc boundary shapc, and thc analysis is
prescnted in a form thal can bc rcadily adoptcd for any particular boundary shapc. Sincc the frcqucncy of
vibration of mitral valvc le¿ffets may bc obtained by spcctral analysis of thc first heart sound, thc
mathcmatical analysis may bc applicablc to thc non-invasivc study of in uiuo mitral valvc tissuc.

,tørsity for well-defined frequencies. Thcse frequencics
most likcly relate to thc vibrations of thc cardiac
stn¡ctures producing the sound. Thc first pcak has

bcen obecrved in the l5-35 Hz rangc and is likely to bc
associatcd with thc first mode vibration of the left
ventriclc as a whole. The mitral valvc may bc vicwod as

a componcnt of thc left ventricular structurc. It is

thereforc natural to cxpcct that mitral valve lcaflcts
vibrate with a higher frequency, so that a reasonable
hypothesis will be to ascribc thc frequcncy correspond-
ing to the sæond pcak, occurring in the 55-ó5 Hz rangc,
to the fundamental vibrational frequency of thc mitral
valvc lcaflets.

This frequency will reflcct the valve lcaflct's
mechanical conñguration together with the material
propertics of thc valvc leaflet tissue. If thc mechanical
consraints can bc accurately modelled at the instant of
production of the first major component of Sr, thcn it
may be possiblc to dctermine thc material prop€rtics of
thc leaflets as a function ofthe frcqucncy ofvibration.
This will gresdy increâs€ the information that cån bc
obtainod non-invas¡vely, providing a quantitat¡ve es-

timatc o[ the clasticity of mitral valve leaflet matcrid.
This would bc particularly uscful Íor diagnostic pur-
poscs whcn somc stn¡ctural degradation of mitral
valve tissue may be suspected, as for example following
rheumatic fcvcr.

Accordingly, in the prcscnt study a mathcmaticd
modcl is crnploycd to dctcrminc lhe in oiuo stifrncss
(modulus) of the mitral valve leaflcts. The analysis is
carricd out for I thin homogcncous elastic msmbrane,
ñrcd around its boundary and subject to a uniform
pessure loading. Thc mcnrbranc ¡s assumcd to erqcutc
small orill¡tions abut its cquilibrium position. Thc
rationalc and formulation of a model of this sitr¡¡tion
havc bccn prq¡cnted by Ghista et al. (19721, taking thc
membranc boundary as a scmi{¡rcle. A more gcneral
analysis will bc providod here, using the mcthod of iso
amplitudc contoun (Mazumdar, t973) shich requircs
no grior assumption of thc mcmbranc boundary
shapc. Furthcr, it has bccn demonstratcd by Clark

Ðt
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(1973) that mitral valve tissue exhibits a highly non-
linear stress-strain relationship. The Young's mo-

dulus, therefore, docs not have a constant r alue but is a

function of the applied stress. Previous analysis by

Ghista et al. has not taken this important fact into
consideration. However, in our present analysis, the

characterization of rhe functional relationship be-

tween the Young's modulus and the stress of the mitral
valve and their dependence on the primary vibrational
frequency of the membrane leaflets will be of prime

concern.

ANALYSIS

Consider the mitral valve leaflets at that stage in left

ventricular systole when the valve has just closed.
While the leaflets are fixed around the curved edge by
the frbrous valve ring, thc free edges are held in
apposition to each other by the suspcnsory ligaments,
the chordae tendineac. The Young's modulus of the

chordac has been found to be significantly higher than
that of the membrane tissuc (Clark, 1973) so that each

lcaflet boundary may be regarded as bcing entirely
fixed.

The stress-strain charactcristics of normal mitral
valve tissue havc becn studicd by Clark (1973). The
equatron

ø(dYn/cm2) = ¡1083'ó(ett'- l), (l)

where ø and c denotc thc stress and the strain
resp€ctively, provides a good frt to the experimental
data obtained for fresh mitral valve leaflets.

Less information is available regarding pathological

leafle¡ material. Ghista er al. (1973) obtained
stress-strain data for unhealthy, fatty mitral valve

leaflet tissue. The corresponding stress-strain curve
can similarly bc represcnted by

o =9714.6(ct'"- l). (2)

The experimental results indicate that the mitral
valve's Young's modulus (dolde) is very small until a
certain ñnite deformation is reached, and that from
this point on, the Young's modulus increases rapidly
with further incrcasc in st¡ain. In the rangc whcre
tensile st¡ess is signiñcant, the Young's ¡noduh¡s
increascs almost linearly with thc str€ss-

Thus, we expcct that leaflct tissue, in general, will
have a non-linear str€ss-strain rclationship oI the form

ø = c(er?'- l), (3)

where the value o[ thc Gonstant C, characterizes the

relative stiffncss of the tissue. Equation (3) enablcs r¡s

to obtain the Young's modulus E as a function of thc
stress given by

E: l7(o + Cl. (4)

For thc purposc of analysis, it is sufficient to analyzc
only onc of the lcaflets (say the anteromedial one).

Each mitral valve leaflet is represcntcd by a home
geneou¡r membranc, ñxed around its boundary by a

:o

Volve ring I eo f lets

Chordoe

Fig. I

plane curve, (as shown in Fig. l). The membrane is

distended due to the pressure loading q, and we denote

by C,, 0 1 u 1 ut , the family of closed curves with thc

prop€rty that the membrane deflection is constant

along each curve u(x,y) : const' We may view this

tamily of iso-amplitude level curves C" as contours of
the function u(x,y), Co representing the boundary of
the membrane and C". coinciding with the point(s) at

which the maximum u : ur is attained' The region

bounded by C, is denoted bY Q'
When the membrane vibrates, the dynamic com-

ponent of the deflection wo will be supcrimposed onto
the static deffection w" to give the total deffection ofthe
membrane. We denote the density per unit areaby p
and the tension per unit length by T.

The differential equation of motion of the mem-

brane at any instant of time r is given by Mazumdar
(1973) as

'f."*0,-rf I- þoa=0, (5)

which, under an assumption of harmonic vibration

w¿ = Wlei- (6)

lcads to the new equation

,# 
Ï,.nÆa, 

+ *' I I *w¿d{t=o, 
(7)

where or is the frequency of the mode and W. is thc

normal function determining the form of thc deflæted

surfacc of the vibrating membrane which is a suitablc

function of u and

t = u1 + u2y. (8)

The double integral appearing in equation (7) can bc

simplified to yield

# ç,..y'¿" 
* u' I:. wo@stduof._ 

ä - 
n

(e)

c"
C.
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where the value of k2 is given by
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For the fundamental mode of vibration. it is clear
that

K :2'4048 ' Ql
J2u'

The main objective of the analysis is to express the

Young's modulus, or alternatively, the material para-

meter C in terms of the fundamental mode frequency

and the teaflet shape and dimensions. This is achieved

by determining the tension T in the membrane in its
quasi-static, pressurc-loaded state, by invoking the

physical requirement that the change in membrane

surface area due to its taking up its delìected shape,

must €qual the change in surface area due to its being

stretched by the tension 7. tl/e thus obtain the

relationship (see Appendix A)

c = t3.6et?,,.{*o(iÍ #)- '}-', 
(22t

whcre/, , ( : <r¡/2r) is the fundamental mode frequency

in Hz.
On substitution of the value of T from the frequency

equation (21), we obtain the desired relationship
bctween the material parameter C and the membrane
frequency /, ¡

C = t36ert,*{^r(ffi#)_ ,} ' el
Alternatively, the pressurc difference q appearing in

equation (22) can be eliminated with the help of
equation (4.2). We thus obtain an alternative ex-

pression for C as

c: t3.6eÍ1t",{",o(g!)- t} '. ,ro¡

The above expression involves the monitorable
quantities/,t and W!, and the quantity u+ which of
course depends on the choice ofthe shape of the mitral
valve leaflets. lVe will thcrefore elaborate our analysis

on the basis of a numbcr ot,ide¿lized, geometrically
r€pr€sentativc, vibrational models of the mitral valve,

and suggest how equation (4) can be utilizcd to
charactcrizc thc elastic propcrties of the leaflet.

RESULTS AN D DISCUSSIOI\

From thc above analysis it is clear that the mem-

brane material parameter C can be expressed in terms

of the vibrational frequency either by equation (23)

which involves the prcssure loading 4 or by thc
equ¡rtion (24) which contains the maximum static
displacement W!. Fot the purpose of our ptesent

study, equation (24) is probably more uscful, since the
valve leaflet's displacement duc to thc præsure loading
may bc obtained non-invasively by ultra-sonic me-

thod¡. No assumption has bccn made regarding the

boundary shape of the membrane, so that equations
(23) and (241 a¡e readily applicable to any shapc

mcnrbranc by thc calculation of the appropriate value

p,
R' : - 

(t)'
T

If we diffcrentiate equation (9) with resp€ct to l¡, we

obtain

dzw.l - drvll ds

* 9." "/t 
ds - ' o; ?,7

+ x,wo$ 9: o. (ll)
Jc"Jt

The values of the contour integrals in the above

equation can be obtained rn the following manner with
the help of Green's theorem

f.. /o'= - I., J 
t"' * u,,)do

2A
= ;- (u' - u) (12)

ds
,u,, + uì j

f¿s--2Q +, (13)
J cr \/t

whcre .,,1 is the total arca of the membrane. Here wc

havc assumcd (Jones et ol., 1975) the function u(x, y) to
be the Prandtl stress function for the corresponding
problcm of the torsion of an elastic cylinder, whosc

shape in cross-scction is the same as thc membrane

boundary. Thus we have

tt,' * ltt : -2 in the region fle. (14)

rrVith the values of the above integrals and introducing
a ncw indcpcndcnt variable/given by

l' : ut - u, (15)

equation (ll) finally becomcs

o',Y *L + + 2k2w, = g. (ló)dI, ' I d,I

This is thc zcroth order Bcsscl eqtntion with the
gcneral solution

wt: AJoÇrtkIl + BYo({.k11, (17)

whcre á and I are arbitrary constants.
In ordcr to avoid inñnite displacements, we s€t B

:0. Also, since the mgmbranc has zcro displacemcnt
around thc boundary, wc have

Jsçnu'Ð:a, (lE)

giving

1ÑK:8,, (19)

whcrc 8¡ is thc Ëth zc¡o o1 the zeroth ordcr Bcsscl
function, i.e.

"ñx- 
J.404E,5.5201, 8.6537,... (20)

rr ll:6y'?{
a
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o[the geometric parameter ur. As an illustration of the
procedure, we shall consider a number of possible
representative boundary shapes. First we consider a

semi-elliptical leaflet shape of the mitral valve mem-
brane by supposing that the curve Co (Fig. I ) is a semr-
ellipse with the major axis as the base. By varying the
aspect ratio of the semi-ellipse, we can obtain a rang€
of alternative shapes of the valve leaflets. Next, we
consider a parabolic model of the mitral valve leaflet
by supposing that the leaflet geometry is given by a
parabola intercepted by a straight line. The evaluation
ofthc corresponding values ofur is given in Appendix
B. The results are shown in Table l.

The relationship between the material parameter C
and the vibrational frequency of the membrane is
illustrated in Fig. 2, for each leaflet shape, and for a
possible range of values of the maximal membrane
displacement lÍj.

It has been previously observed that the constitutive
equation (3) of the mitral valve leaflet is nonlinear and
the Young's modulus is not a constant quantity, but ¡s

a function of thc applied stress. Thereforc, in order to
characterizc the stiffncss of the valve le¿flct material as

bcing eithcr normal or pathological, it will be nec-
cssary to study thc E-ø relationship. Diffcrentiating
oquations (l) and (2) with r'espect to r, wc obtain the
following:

E : l7(o + ¿lOE3.6), for healthy leaffet
(25)

¡/'= o.195

0.111

E = l7(o + 9714.ó), for diseased leaflet.

The above equations enable a division of the E-ø
plane into normal and pathological rcgions (FiS. 3).

From thc in uioo monitorable dau of the leaflet's
maximal displacemcnt 17,', along with the predom-
inant vibratiooal frequcncy /t, obtained from the

firsl heart sound spoctrum, a quantitativc estimate of
thc material parameter C can be dctermined non-
invasively from the sct of nomograms displayed in Fig.

2. Corresponding to this value of C, aî E-o curve for
the valve leaflet is thus obtained from equation (4). The
position of this curve in the E-ø coordinate plane in
Fig. 3 will provide an indication of the normalcy of the
stiffness of the valvc leaffet material.

¿r= O 184

Table L

Membranc
modcl

Value
of u!

Scmi-elliptic
with aspcct ratio:

1.0

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.ó
0.5

Pa¡abolic
(aspoct ratio 0.5)

0.195
0.184
0.r70
0.155
0.t37
0.il7

40 50 60 70 €o 90

ut' O l?

c

r2000

roooo

8000

6000

4000

2000

r2000

roooo

8000

6000

4000

2000

r2000

tooo0

EOOO

6000

4000

2000

4050æ70eo90

40 30 60 70 so 90

u*= 0.137

40 50 60 70 80 90

ur' O l3l

40 30 60 70 60 90

uì. O.l17

40 50 60 ?o 80 90

F¡¡. Z

rf

o

Frrqurncy, Ht
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APPENDIX A

The change in surface area ofthe membane. due to its takíng
up the deflccted shapc. can bc writtcn:

tfóAv,=lJ*J lYw,.yw,ro, {A.r)

and since we have chosen u to be thc stress funclion for the
corresponding torsion problem, we have

2Tu: - -woq

and thus equat¡on (A.l) bccomes

(4.2)

APPENDIX B

First wc consider a scmi-clliptical membrane. Wc necd to
obøin thc valuc of ut, which is thc ma¡imum of thc stress
function for thc corrcsponding torsion problcm. This is donc
for a rangc ofscrni-elliptic shapcs, with aspcct ratios varying
from 0.5 to 1.0. In vicw of thc actual sizc of thc valve leañet, wc
imposc thc further rcquircment that esch leaflct have an area
ol n/2cm2.

For a scmi-ellipsc wc have thc torsion function in clliptic
coordinatcs (Morris, 1939)

,¡¡(<,t) = I sinhn((, -O+¿lsinhn(

¿Av, ,Ë i* I '." (4.3)

which after evaluation yields

¿Av, I* I#,'on {4.4)

Thc changc in surface a¡ea of the membrane, duc to its bcing
strctchcd by thc tcnsion T, denotcd d,{¡, can be cahulated as
follows.

Denoting e, and r, as the slrains in thc x and y coordinatc
directions, wc havc for small deformation

changc in elemental area : (e, + tr)dx dy. (4.5)

Wc considcr the tension per unit length and thc thickncss h

of the membranc to bc uniform, so that stresscs in thc ¡ and v
dirætions a¡c idcntical. Then from equation (3),

oo,: 
[ ^Jt,, 

+,,tao

= I" I 1"''(î+ r)ao (Aó)

Sincc dz{¡ - dA.,, wc cquale (4.4) and (4.ó) to obtain

l"''(î. '): #' (4 7)

and ¡hcrcforc

.='{*'(##)-'} ' (AB)

The strcss ol= Tlhl may bc obtaincd from the frcqucncy
cquation (21) so that we finally obtain

c =t36et1{'{""(ì: #)-'} ' (Ae)

o

E
c
c
E

þ
5\
l
fÞ
o
E

-øoc
f

t

-t37 -

a.

sinh a(,
¡1

slnT
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where

+t
r-[

- { f.o.r, 2{ +c9s r),

b, sinh nî¡l24 r + ô: sinh ¡î¡l2( r

sinh nrrf{,

J. Mrzurorn and T. C. Hernx

. nÍí
stn 

-çr

(B.l)

(8.2)

(B.3) o
a

c
E

The rcquirement tha¡ the arca bc a/2 yields

f"nl2=2) 2a(ø.2-r)'/2d¡ (8.ó)
Jo

in which case d :0.87607.
From (B.l) and (8.5), and iteratiye computer process is

used to obtain the value of u' for the semi+lliptic and semi-
parabolic models. They are displayed in Table l.

NOMENCLATUN,E

c2/ Io2.-t=;lZ"-r*

¿1.=0

, c2 /cosh 2(, 2n - 1 \o2.-r = ;\ 2" _ I - 
1Zn _ t¡, _ 

^ )

2n-l
(2n-l -4

o'¡= 0
tlc2¡rb.=þ'.: Ed+æ7
c2+^ (l-(-1r)
).m

atrd { : (¡ dcfincs thc curvcd boundary of thc mcmbra¡c.
Ncxt" wc considc¡ a parabolic modcl of thc mitr¡l valvc

lcaf,et by supposing lhat the cuwe Cs is dcfrncd by tbc
parabola y2 : 4pt(a2 - x) and thc linc ¡ = 0' Galc¡ki¡
itCZ¿) has shown that thc appropriatc function ø is givcn by
(in parabolic coordinatcs) :

u({, n) = ((¡ - z¡) (È' - q' + 4d'2l
1536a' : (lf"

- --F- 
.å, (2" - lf "".hÏ¡i2" - rlt

( . (Zn - tlt¡(, (2n - l'¡nt¡

t.o* ---t- 
cos - 2d

- (2n - lÞq (2n - rWEl
_ cosh__;-"* Z" I (8.5)

(l -(- l)'cosh2{') (8.4)

Uniform stress in the leaflet ldyn/cmt)
Relative strain
Stiffncss parameter of thc leaflct tissuc
Young's modulus o[ the leaflet tissuc
(dyn/cm':)
Mass pcr unit area of tbc leaûct

(g/cm')
flcasion per uûit lcngth of thc leaûct
(dyn/cn)
Prcssurc loading on thc lcaict
(dyn/c¡r2)
Static displaccmcat of tbc lca0ct duc to
thc prcasurc loadiag (cm)
Dynamic displacrrncnt due to vibration
(cm)
Time parametcr (scc)

Curve along which mønbranc dcf,cc-
¡i9¡ i5 çg¡stan¡
Frcqucncy of vibration of thc lcaiet in
its fundamenql modc (Hz)
Frequcacy of vibration of tùc lcaflet

.(rads/scc)
Uniform thickncss of the lcañet (crn)
Maximum valuc of t7, (cm)
Maximum value of u.

p

T

q

w,

w¿

I
u(x, y): çe¡s¡.

f,,
(!)

h
w:
ut

,t_
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